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In 2015 on the Deca.5 anniversary of PAST, these field programs remain a vital
137<3'+'2(3F(2/+(.8@A(7&,,&3'(#'5(%&,&3'G(V&2/(&''3%#2&%+-(+'6#6&'6(13'2+'2-(
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Initially called “Summer Field Programs,” the name was modified to more
accurately reflect the intended impact for students: a bridge that helps
,2C5+'2,(73%+(F*37(3'+($+%+$(3F(2/&'S&'6(23(2/+('+R2G(A35#9-(4*&56+(.*36*#7,(
shape and define the cutting-edge of problem-based, immersive STEM
programs that offer students from across the nation engagement in real-world
problem-solving and hands-on experiences. Please take a look at all of our
4*&56+(.*36*#7,(,&'1+(;>>>(X<#6+(N!YG
(
:'(;>!?-(.8@A(*#'(+&6/2(<*36*#7,(#1*3,,(2/+(13C'2*9(P&2/(73*+(2/#'(Z>>(
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1 and 2 also helped establish two prototyping field stations for ongoing
environmental education. The first located at Kelleys Island, hosted 12 weeks
3F(&77+*,&%+(<*36*#7,(&'(;>!N-(#'5('3P(/#,(2/+(#Q&$&29(23(13'2&'C+(3FF+*&'6(
summer programs to schools in the Great Lakes area. Hocking College is the second prototyping field
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programs. Its location in the southeastern region of the state provides an economical and efficient balance
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For the third year, Hybrid Bridge Programs were offered in South Dakota, funded by a pre-service grant from
2/+(4C,/(B3C'5#2&3'(#'5(KI8D(L.(23(,+*%+(/&6/('++5,(,2C5+'2,G(A/+(<*36*#7,(P+*+(/+$5(3%+*(2/+(13C*,+(
of two weeks. South Dakota School of Mines hosted the first week of GEAR UP in Rapid City, SD, where
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These experiences are the foundation of the PAST Bridge Programs, which immerse students in real-world
problems that are built upon four vital components:
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real-world problem, students engage and participate in meaningful learning and problem-solving with focus
#'5(&'2+'2G(
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strives to create partnerships in communities bringing expertise from different fields to engage and work
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The fourth and final component of the Bridge Program structure is the Presentations of Learning that
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communications, including film, models, essays, poetry, PowerPoint, or role-playing skits. All forms of
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!G( Level I targets students transitioning from traditional learning environments to problem-based
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NG( Collegiate Level programs serve motivated adult students with intense, content-rich experiences.
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Live Theater for the first time. Changing venue, Baldwin STEM Middle School
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inaugural year, the Shadowbox® Academy ran a 3-week summer bootcamp for 16-21 years old students.
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C & C Technologies, and world-renowned inventor of side scan sonar, Martin Klein, joined the challenge
<*3%&5&'6(+R<+*2&,+(#'5(aC56&'6G
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square feet to over 32,000 square feet! In the new building, there will be five innovative Learning Labs.
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to leverage after-school programs that build on Robotics, Minecraft, and Forensics in the Classroom. An
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2/+(73,2(<3<C$#*(%&5+3,(6#7+,(<$#9+5(&'(/3C,+/3$5,(P&2/(%&5+3(6#7+(
13',3$+,G(_32(3'$9(53+,()&'+1*#F2(1#<2&%#2+(<$#9+*,-(&2(#$,3(2+#1/+,(
7#2/+7#2&1,-(+'6&'++*&'6-(#'5(<*36*#77&'6(,S&$$,G(
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!"#$%"&'("))"&$'*+'#',-./'
01123#$2&'#14'!56&*4'
-"#7%"&'8*$%'$%"'9:,-'
;2<14#$*21='#14'*+'#'9%>'
+$<4"1$'*1'/#$%"?#$*7+'
.4<7#$*21'#$'@%*2',$#$"'
A1*3"&+*$5B'!"#$%"&'*+'C#+D
+*21#$"'#62<$'3*4"2'E#?"+'
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?#$%"?#$*7'7217"C$+='
*1+C*&"'7&"#$*3*$5='#14'E#*1'
C&26)"?D+2)3*1E'+F*))+B

PAST offered three different Minecraft-based programs. Our first program
P#,(13'5C12+5($#,2(,<*&'6(#2(V&1S$&FF+(.*36*+,,&%+(I$+7+'2#*9(@1/33$(&'(
Upper Arlington, OH, as an after-school enrichment program for 4th and
?2/(6*#5+*,G(@2C5+'2,(P3*S+5(&'(2+#7,(3F(2P3(#'5(P+*+(<*+,+'2+5(P&2/(
spatial-visualization mathematic problems that they first solved with real-life
Q$31S,-(#'5(2/+'(,3$%+5(P&2/&'(2/+()&'+1*#F2(&'2+*F#1+G(8F2+*(V&1S$&FF+-(.8@A(
evaluated and modified the program to integrate mathematic concepts
more deeply, in order to further encourage creative building and problem,3$%&'6(P&2/&'(2/+(6#7+(&2,+$FG
A/+(,+13'5(#'5(2/&*5(<*36*#7,(P+*+(13'5C12+5(5C*&'6(2/+(,C77+*(#,(
weeklong half-day immersion experiences. The second program occurred
&'(@3C2/(0#S32#(2/*3C6/(2/+(0#S32#(V+,$+9#'(L'&%+*,&29(P&2/(*&,&'6(N2/(
#'5(?2/(6*#5+*,G(A/+(2/&*5(<*36*#7(311C**+5(Q#1S(&'("3$C7QC,-(TJ-(
2/*3C6/()+2*3()&55$+(@1/33$(P&2/(*&,&'6(O2/-(f2/-(#'5(H2/(6*#5+*,G(432/(
,C77+*(<*36*#7,(+R<#'5+5(Q+93'5(7#2/+7#2&1,(#'5(+'6&'++*&'6(23(
&'1$C5+($&2+*#19(#'5(1377C'&1#2&3'(,S&$$,G(@2C5+'2,(P3*S+5(&'(<#&*,(23(,+$+12(
a famous fictional or non-fictional building or environment to scale and
*+<$&1#2+G(A/+9(P+*+(*+[C&*+5(23(,S+21/(<*32329<+,-(a3C*'#$(2/+&*(<*31+,,+,-(
+%#$C#2+(#'5(735&F9(2/+&*(5+,&6',-(#'5(,/#*+(2/+&*(<*35C12,G
8,(#(*+,C$2-(,2C5+'2,(5+%+$3<+5(#'(C'5+*,2#'5&'6(3F(<*3<3*2&3'#$(*+#,3'&'6-(
6#&'+5(S'3P$+56+(3F(133*5&'#2+(<$#'+,(23(/+$<(5+,1*&Q+(</9,&1#$($31#2&3',-(
#,(P+$$(#,(6+36*#</&1#$(<$#1+,-(#'5(+R<+*&+'1+5(,1#$+(#'5(<+*,<+12&%+(&'(#(
*+#$(#'5(7+#'&'6FC$(P#9G
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N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0P

!G( 0+%+$3<(#'(C'5+*,2#'5&'6(3F(Q#,&1(<*3<3*2&3'#$(*+#,3'&'6(13'1+<2,(,C1/(#,(,1#$&'6-(,1#$+(F#123*,-(
7C$2&<$9&'6(#'5(5&%&5&'6(F*#12&3',-(#'5(13'%+*,&3',G
;G( 0+$%+(&'23(<+*,<+12&%+-(7+#,C*+7+'2-(#'5(+,2&7#2&3'G
EG( IR<$3*+(/3P(133*5&'#2+(<$#'+,(1#'(/+$<(5+,1*&Q+(</9,&1#$($31#2&3',G
NG( Develop critical life skills such as problem-solving and working collaboratively.
?G( IR<#'5($&2+*#*9(#'5(1377C'&1#2&3'(,S&$$,G

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0P
K%

,'-*'.//(5*%Q%AP3(/&6/(,1/33$(&'2+*',(/+$<+5(
7&55$+(,1/33$(,2C5+'2,(P*&2+-(#,,+7Q$+-(#'5(
&7<$+7+'2(137<$+R(^#%#@1*&<2(FC'12&3',(2/#2(
+'#Q$+5(2/+(,2C5+'2,(23(C'$31S(#,<+12,(3F(2/+(
)&'+1*#F2(<$#2F3*7(23(1*+#2+(59'#7&1(#'5(*+,<3',&%+(
2/+7+5(13',2*C12,G(

K%

<->>.R-'.3(-5%Q%4*32/+*,(#'5(,&,2+*,(P+*+(#Q$+(23(
,&2(236+2/+*(&'(#(1$#,,(F3*(#(P++S(#'5('32(/#%+(3'+(
fight. In fact, several of these siblings were able
to meaningfully collaborate and problem-solve
,3$C2&3',(F3*(137<$+R(13',2*C12,(2/#2(/#5(7#a3*(
5+,&6'(13',2*#&'2,G

;+/-*'.2=(70
g(

Wickliffe program: 15 Wickliffe students from Upper
8*$&'623'(

g(

Dakota Wesleyan program: 18 South Dakota public
+$+7+'2#*9(,1/33$(,2C5+'2,(

g(

Metro program: 21 middle school students from the
following: (
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(

)+2*3()&55$+(@1/33$(X?Y-(
L<<+*(8*$&'623'(@1/33$(0&,2*&12(X!;Y-(
V+,2+*%&$$+("&29(@1/33$,(X!Y-(
Fairfield County Schools (2),
J&$$&#*5(.*&%#2+("#2/3$&1(@1/33$(X!YG

J2-50-'0
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g(
g(

0#S32#(V+,+$9'(L'&%+*,&29
)+2*3(I#*$9("3$$+6+
V&1S$&FF+(.*36*+,,&%+(I$+7+'2#*9(@1/33$

For the first time ever, Minecraft
G2)<?6<+'7214<7$"4'#'H<#)*$#$*3"'
analysis of how kids were learning
?#$%'+F*))+'8%*)"'C)#5*1E'#14'
interfacing with Minecraft. The IRB
was a joint research effort between
9:,-'01123#$*21'I#6'#14'@%*2',$#$"'
A1*3"&+*$5B

Students at each of the Minecraft
/#$%"?#$*7+'6&*4E"'C&2E&#?+'8"&"'
7%#))"1E"4'$2'7&"#$"'$%"*&'?#$%"?#$*7#))5'
motivated worlds in Minecraft while
+*?<)$#1"2<+)5'82&F*1E'8*$%'$"#7%"&+'#14'
2$%"&'+$<4"1$+'$2'?#+$"&'?#$%"?#$*7#)'
principles – all while having fun.
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B3*+',&1(@1&+'1+(#'5(8'2/*3<3$369(B&+$5(@1/33$

?B$-5.&*5/#$-5*&;+%)&C4"%&D5(5$&E-",$+*"5.&6(+5"0"6(5$#&"-&54$&FGHI&J%+$-*"0&D0"$-0$&K-#&K-54+%6%9%'.&
Field School. Their major fields of study included Anthropology, Biochemistry, Biology, Human Nutrition,
Nursing, Chemical Engineering, and Criminology, with many minoring in Forensic Science.
A/+(B3*+',&1(@1&+'1+(#'5(8'2/*3<3$369(B&+$5(@1/33$(P#,(#'(&'2+',&%+-(
three-week college-level course. Students participated in the resolution
3F(#(731S(7+5&13$+6#$(5+#2/(&'%+,2&6#2&3'-(F*37(1*&7+(,1+'+(5&,13%+*9(23(
13C*2*337(2+,2&73'9G(@2C5+'2,(<*31+,,+5(#'(&'533*(1*&7+(,1+'+(P/+*+(
F3C$(<$#9(P#,(,C,<+12+5G(I%&5+'1+(2/+'($+5(2/+7(23(#'(3C2533*(,1+'+(
P/+*+(2/+9(,+#*1/+5(F3*(#'5(*+13%+*+5(XF#S+Y(QC*&+5(/C7#'(*+7#&',G(
4#1S(&'(2/+($#Q-(2/+9(+R#7&'+5(+%&5+'1+(F*37(Q32/(,1+'+,(#'5(#22+7<2+5(
23(&5+'2&F9(&'5&%&5C#$,(Q9(#'#$9W&'6(,S+$+2#$(*+7#&',(#'5(7#21/&'6(2/+7(
against missing person files. Participants synthesized multiple lines of
+%&5+'1+(23(*+13',2*C12(P/#2(311C**+5(#2(2/+(1*&7+,(,1+'+,G(B&'#$$9-(
students testified as a scientific expert witnesses in a real courtroom in
front of an actual judge under direct and cross-examination by attorneys.
!"#$%&'(#)&*
Throughout the process, students received hands-on training in the
:)"J*+'>K<6#F'*+'#'C2+$DE&#4' classroom, lab, and field by law enforcement agents, legal professionals,
student in the Department of #'5(F3*+',&1(,1&+'2&,2,G

:1$%&2C2)2E5'#$'@%*2',$#$"'
A1*3"&+*$5B':)"J*+'*+'C#+D
sionate about her forensics
fieldwork and has facilitatD
"4'?#15'9:,-D+C21+2&"4'
;2&"1+*7+'*1'$%"'G)#++&22?'
C&2E&#?+'*1'62$%'@%*2'#14'
,2<$%'>#F2$#B
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NG(
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:7<*3%+(&'2+*<+*,3'#$-(<*3F+,,&3'#$-(#'5(<CQ$&1(<*+,+'2#2&3'(,S&$$,G(
V3*S(133<+*#2&%+$9(&'(#(6*3C<(#'5(5+%+$3<(2+#7(,S&$$,G(
Employ the scientific method to answer questions related to crime scene reconstruction.
8<<*+1&#2+(2/+(*3$+(3F(#'(8'2/*3<3$36&,2(&'(7+5&13$+6#$(5+#2/(&'%+,2&6#2&3',G
0&,2&'6C&,/(F3*+',&1(,1&+'1+(#,(<3*2*#9+5(&'(<3<C$#*(7+5&#(%+*,C,(2/+(*+#$&29(3F(F3*+',&1(,1&+'1+(#,(
<*#12&1+5(Q9(<*3F+,,&3'#$,G

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
K%

4)+53(@M(5*%JU+>+3.>%1+/.(50%Q%@2C5+'2,(13',2*C12+5(#(Q&3$36&1#$(
profile (sex, ancestry, age at death, and stature) based on skeletal
analysis to aid in identification of human remains.(

K%

F-'+50(7%V53-/->-*M%Q%@2C5+'2,(P3*S+5(P&2/(#(F3*+',&1(
+'2373$36&,2(23($+#*'(/3P(23(13$$+12(#'5(531C7+'2(
+'2373$36&1#$(+%&5+'1+(F*37(5+137<3,&'6(*+7#&',G((

K%

S63)--'%J7+5+%VW7.A.3(-5%Q%82(V#2+*7#'(B#*7(3'(T@L\,(P+,2(
1#7<C,-(,2C5+'2,(P+*+(*+,<3',&Q$+(F3*($31#2&'6(2/+(F3C*(QC*&#$,(
C,&'6(#*1/+3$36&1#$(,+#*1/(2+1/'&[C+,-(+R1#%#2&'6(2/+(*+7#&',-(
531C7+'2&'6(2/+(,1+'+-(#'5(<*3<+*$9(13$$+12&'6(2/+(*+7#&',(#'5(
#'9(#,,31&#2+5(+%&5+'1+G((

K%

F.7(.>%G22'-W(/.3(-5%Q%"37Q&'&'6(2*#&'&'6(&'(#'#2379(#'5(#*2(
to reconstruct facial features, students created individual two5&7+',&3'#$(,S+21/+,(Q#,+5(C<3'(6&%+'(5#2#(#Q3C2(#(7&,,&'6(
&'5&%&5C#$G((
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<-6'3'--/%L+03(/-5M%Q%The capstone activity of the field school
233S(<$#1+(3'(2/+($#,2(5#9(&'(P/&1/(#(731S(2*&#$(P#,(/+$5(#2(
B*#'S$&'("3C'29()C'&1&<#$("3C*2-(53P'23P'("3$C7QC,G(8(aC56+(
<*+,&5+5(3%+*(2/+(2*&#$(#'5(#12C#$(<*#12&1&'6(#223*'+9,(#12+5(
#,(2/+(<*3,+1C2&3'(#'5(5+F+',+G(@2C5+'2,(,+$+12+5(#(F3*+',&1(
,1&+'1+(3*($#P(+'F3*1+7+'2(,<+1&#$29(23(2+,2&F9(#,(23(2/+&*(
&'%3$%+7+'2(&'(2/+(731S(7C*5+*(&'%+,2&6#2&3'G
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"37<$+R
Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation
B*#'S$&'("3C'29("3773'(.$+#,("3C*2
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@I8)8J.()#*&2&7+(8*1/#+3$6&1#$(B&+$5(@1/33$

In July 2015, students from Salem State University (SSU) participated in the first maritime archaeological
field school in more than a decade in Massachusetts. They learned techniques and solved real world
problems in the field of maritime archaeology.
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13 years of experience in
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In 2014, he co-founded
,.:/:!9B'!"'N2*1"4'9:,-'
;2<14#$*21'*1'OMPQ'$2'6"'
its new Director of Bridge
9&2E&#?+B
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:'(;>!?-(#(13$$#Q3*#2&%+(<#*2'+*,/&<(Q+2P++'(.8@A-(@+#F#*&'6(I5C1#2&3'(#'5(
)#*&2&7+(8*1/#+3$36&1#$(J+*&2#6+(.*36*#7(X@I8)8J.Y-(2/+()#,,#1/C,+22,(
43#*5(3F(L'5+*P#2+*(8*1/#+3$36&1#$(D+,3C*1+,(X)4L8DY-(#'5(@#$+7(@2#2+(
University (SSU) developed a maritime archaeological field school for
13$$+6+(,2C5+'2,(#2(@@LG(@2C5+'2,($+#*'+5(7#*&2&7+(#*1/#+3$36&1#$(7+2/35,(
and theory through the week-long project. They applied these skills to
document a real shipwreck, the 19th-century schooner, :4#'(B'>#?21(](
QC&$2(&'(!Hf?-(#'5(P*+1S+5(3'(0+1+7Q+*(;O-(!Z>Z-(5C*&'6(2/+(<3P+*FC$(
b"/*&,27#,(@23*7c(3'(2/+(,/3*+$&'+('+#*(:<,P&1/-()8G(:4#'(B'>#?21(,33'(
P#,(QC*&+5(&'(2/+(,#'5(5C'+,-(#'5(F3*(73*+(2/#'(!>>(9+#*,-(P#,(#($#'57#*S(
#'5(#(<3<C$#*(*+1*+#2&3'(,&2+G(A35#9-(2/+(*+7#&',(3F(2/+(,/&<(*+,2(3'(2/+(
F3*+,/3*+(P&2/(2/+(23<(3F(2/+(F*#7+,(+R<3,+5(#2($3P(2&5+($&S+(,S+$+23'(*&Q,(&'(
2/+(,#'5G(
0*G("#$%&'()&*+,(X.8@A(B3C'5#2&3'Y-("#<2#&'(M#C*+$(@+#Q3*'(X@I8)8J.Y-(#'5(
)*G(U&123*()#,23'+(X)4L8DY-(5&*+12+5(,2C5+'2,(#,(2/+9(P3*S+5(236+2/+*(&'(
2+#7,(23(,9,2+7#2&1#$$9(,C*%+9-(7+#,C*+-(</3236*#</-(#'5(1*+#2+(#(,1#$+5(
,&2+(<$#'(3F(2/+(,/&<P*+1SG(
V/&$+(2/+(,/&<P*+1S(P#,(C,+5(#,(#(1#,+(,2C59-(2/+(F31C,(F3*(2/+(,2C5+'2,(P#,(
23($+#*'(#'5(#<<*+1&#2+(/3P(/C7#',(
+7<$39+5(@AI)(&'(2/+(<#,2(23(1*+#2+(
#'5(3<+*#2+(3'+(3F(2/+(73,2(137<$+R(
#'5(,97Q3$&1(7#1/&'+,(+%+*(QC&$2G(
A/+9(1*+#2+5(#(Q*&56+(23(2/+(<#,2(
through problem-based learning
&'/+*+'2(&'(7#*&2&7+(#*1/#+3$36&1#$(
fieldwork. In addition to credits
2/*3C6/(@@L-(,2C5+'2,(#$,3(+#*'+5(
certifications through the Nautical
Archaeology Society (NAS) -- an
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National Historic Site at an actual
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Crane Estate

&'2+*'#2&3'#$$9(*+'3P'+5(#%31#2&3'#$(#6+'19(&'(7#*&2&7+(#*1/#+3$369G(@2C5+'2,(/#%+(2/+(3<<3*2C'&29(23(
take this certification to other maritime archaeology projects around the world and take more courses if they
1/33,+G

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0
!G( M+#*'(Q#,&1(7+2/35,-(/&,23*9-(#'5(+2/&1,(3F(7#*&2&7+(
#*1/#+3$369G
;G( :'1*+#,+(#P#*+'+,,(3F(2/+(&7<3*2#'1+(3F(7#*&2&7+(/+*&2#6+(
#'5(<*+,+*%&'6(1C$2C*#$(*+,3C*1+,G
EG( 8*1/#+3$36&1#$$9(*+13*5(#'5(531C7+'2(#(,/&<P*+1S(2/#2(
*+<*+,+'2,(#(/+*&2#6+(3F(7#*&2&7+(&'5C,2*9(#'5(/C7#'(
&'6+'C&29G
NG( Work in student-led teams to overcome real world
1/#$$+'6+,(&'(1*+#2&'6(&7<3*2#'2(#*1/#+3$36&1#$(
&'F3*7#2&3'(F3*(FC2C*+(*+,+#*1/(#'5(7#'#6+7+'2G

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
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X.3(-5.>%,.'U%J+'A(7+ – Salem Maritime National Historic Sites:
4+F3*+(531C7+'2&'6(2/+(,/&<P*+1S-(,2C5+'2,(<*#12&1+5(2/+(
archaeological methods they had learned on a replica of the 18th1+'2C*9(2#$$(,/&<-(B*&+'5,/&<-($31#2+5(#2(@#$+7()#*&2&7+(_#2&3'#$(
J&,23*&1(@&2+G((
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V00+W%J=(2R6(>)(5*%Y60+6/(](@2C5+'2,(/#5(2/+(1/#'1+(23(%&,&2(2/+(
/&,23*&1(,/&<9#*5(P/+*+(2/+(:4#'(B'>#?21(P#,(<3,,&Q$9(QC&$2G((
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H'+.3%O-60+%-5%<'.5+%V03.3+(](@2C5+'2,(23C*+5(2/+(K*+#2(J3C,+(3'(
Crane Estate. The Great House – a Stuart-style, 59-room mansion
&,(#('#2&3'#$(/&,23*&1($#'57#*S(3'(2/+("*#'+(I,2#2+-(#(;-!>>(#1*+(
<*3<+*29(3P'+5(Q9(A/+(A*C,2++,(3F(D+,+*%#2&3',(XAATDY(](#(
conservation and historic preservation non-profit agency that is the
oldest regional land trust in the world. The wreck of Ada K. Damon
*+,2,(3'(#(Q+#1/('+#*(2/+(K*+#2(J3C,+(3'("*#'+(I,2#2+G
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Maritime National Historic Site
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students of the SEAMAHP team
$N69%+"-'&54$&B+$08('$&%;&54$&
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)#,,#1/C,+22,(43#*5(3F(L'5+*P#2+*(8*1/#+3$36&1#$(D+,3C*1+,
@#$+7(@2#2+(L'&%+*,&29
@+#F#*&'6(I5C1#2&3'(#'5()#*&2&7+(8*1/#+3$36&1#$(J+*&2#6+(.*36*#7

Students toured the Great House
on Crane Estate. The Great House
R&(&D5/(+5P*5.9$<&ISP+%%)&)(-P
*"%-&"*&(&-(5"%-(9&4"*5%+"0&9(-#P
mark on the Crane Estate
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KI8D(L.(M&7'3$369

The PAST Innovation Lab offered the Limnology program this summer in Rapid City, SD, in conjunction
with the GEAR UP program at the South Dakota School of Mines. Students examined the ecological and
$-,"+%-)$-5(9&")6(05*&%;&+$0+$(5"%-&%/59$5*<&9%0(9&"-#/*5+"$*<&(-#&-(5/+(9&$,$-5*>&?4+%/'4%/5&54$&B$$8&
*5/#$-5*&B$+$&$N6%*$#&5%<&(-#&6+(05"0$#&,(+"%/*&;%+)*&%;&#(5(&0%99$05"%-&(-#&(-(9.*"*>
@2C5+'2,(<#*2&1&<#2&'6(&'(2/+(M&7'3$369(<*36*#7(,2C5&+5(2/+(Q&3$36&1#$-(
6+3$36&1#$-(</9,&1#$-(#'5(1/+7&1#$(#22*&QC2+,(3F(D#<&5("*++S(&'(D#<&5("&29-(
@0G(I#1/(5#9(,2C5+'2,(,+2(3C2(&'(2+#7,(3F(F3C*(23(13$$+12(2/+(F3$$3P&'6(
&'F3*7#2&3'(#2(%#*&3C,(2+,2&'6(,&2+,G
8F2+*(%&,&2&'6(+#1/(2+,2&'6(,&2+-(,2C5+'2,(*+2C*'+5(23(2/+(1$#,,*337($#Q(23(
#'#$9W+(2/+(5#2#(13$$+12+5G(82(2/+(+'5(3F(2/+(P++S-(,2C5+'2,(<*+,+'2+5(
their findings to the local community.(

%
N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0
!"#$%&'(#)&*
Jeff Schneider is a science
$"#7%"&'*1',2<$%'>#F2$#'
as well as a member of the
9:,-';2<14#$*21'#14',2<$%'
>#F2$#'01123#$*21'I#6'R,>0ISB'
!"'82&F+'8*$%'?<)$*C)"'
+7%22)'4*+$&*7$+'#&2<14'
,2<$%'>#F2$#='$"#7%*1E'
62$%'C%5+*7#)'#14'1#$<&#)'
+7*"17"+B

!G( Teach students to use several field based data collection techniques,
#'#$9W+(5#2#-(#'5(#<<$9(31+#'36*#</&1(<*&'1&<$+,(23(,2C59($31#$(
Q35&+,(3F(P#2+*G
;G( KC&5+(,2C5+'2,(&'(C'5+*,2#'5&'6(2/+(&'2+*13''+12+5'+,,(3F(/C7#'(
<3<C$#2&3',-(*+1*+#2&3'-(&'5C,2*9-(#'5(2/+('#2C*#$(P3*$5G
EG( Guide students through the process of researching and problem,3$%&'6(23(5+2+*7&'+(2/+(/+#$2/(3F(D#<&5("*++SG
NG( K&%+(,2C5+'2,(#'(3<<3*2C'&29(23(<*#12&1+(137<&$&'6(#'5(,3*2&'6(
relevant data, gain confidence with public presentation skills, and
+R<+*&+'1+(P3*S&'6(&'(*+,+#*1/(2+#7,

%

Students in the GEAR UP Limnology
6+%'+()&'(54$+&%/5*"#$&;%+&(&
#"*0/**"%-&%-&9")-%9%'.&(-#&54$&/*$&
of the scientific method in the field.

!N

?4$&+",$+&@$"-'&*5/#"$#&"-&
South Dakota. Students tested
54$&04$)"0(9&(-#&$0%9%'"0(9&
4$(954&%;&54$&+",$+>

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
K%

<=+/(7.>%L+03(5*ZD.3+'%L+/2+'.36'+0%- The locations for water testing were chosen based on natural
#'5(/C7#'(&7<#12,(&'(#'5(#*3C'5(2/+(#*+#G("/+7&1#$(#'#$9,&,(2+,2,(3'(5&,,3$%+5("T;-(</3,</#2+-(#'5(
<J(P+*+(#$,3(<+*F3*7+5(#2(+#1/(,&2+G(

K%

&+.7=%Y.22(5* - Participants generated beach profiles and general area maps of each site in order to
5+2+*7&'+(2/+(<*31+,,+,(3F(,+5&7+'2(2*#',<3*2-(P#%+(#12&3'-(1C**+'2,-(#'5(P&'5(+*3,&3'G((

K%

,=-3(7%[-5+0%Q%A/+(</32&1(W3'+-(2/+(5+<2/(3F(2/+(P#2+*(2/#2(&,(+R<3,+5(23(+'3C6/(,C'$&6/2(F3*(
</323,9'2/+,&,(23(311C*-(P#,(7+#,C*+5(C,&'6(,+11/&(5&,S(23(5+2+*7&'+(P#2+*(1$#*&29G

J2-50-'0
g(
g(

KI8D(L.
@3C2/(0#S32#(:''3%#2&3'(M#Q

Students in the GEAR UP
Q")-%9%'.&6+%'+()&*5/#."-'&
54$&)$54%#%9%'.&;%+&5$*5"-'&54$&
04$)"0(9&*"'-(5/+$&%;&54$"+&*%%-&
5%&@$&0%99$05$#&B(5$+&*()69$*>

D5/#$-5*&(-(9.1"-'&(&*()69$&
0%99$05$#&;%+&5/+@"#"5.&P&54$&
()%/-5&%;&*$#")$-5&(-#&0%9%+&%;&
54$&0%99$05$#&*()69$&5%&#$5$+)"-$&
54$&4$(954&%;&54$&+",$+>

D5/#$-5*&B%+8"-'&"-&5$()*&
(-(9.1"-'&(-#&+$0%+#"-'&*()69$&
#(5(&0%99$05$#&(-#&5$*5$#&+$*/95*&
in their scientific field journals.

A GEAR UP Student monitoring
the flow rate of the current and
"5*&+$9(5"%-*4"6&5%&+",$+&4$(954&
(-#&5/+@"#"5.>

A GEAR UP Student literally
'$55"-'&4"*&;$$5&B$5&"-&54$&
scientific method!

For many GEAR UP Limnology
*5/#$-5*&54"*&6+%'+()&B(*&54$"+&
first exposure to scientific
field work.
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KI8D(L.(8*2(#'5(@AI)

The Art and STEM program was designed to give teachers and students real hands-on experience in
problem-based learning. During the program, students worked through the design process to complete a
*0/965/+$&/5"9"1"-'&(&,(+"$5.&%;&)(54&(-#&*0"$-0$&6+"-0"69$*>&D5/#$-5*&#$,$9%6$#&(&#$$6$+&/-#$+*5(-#"-'&
the role humanities play in a true STEM environment. The programs concluded with a gallery opening and
6+$*$-5(5"%-*&%;&54$&*5/#$-57*&B%+8>
The goals of the Art and STEM program were two-fold. The first goal was
F3*(,2C5+'2,(23(C'5+*,2#'5(2/#2(#(2*C+(@AI)(+'%&*3'7+'2(&,(/3$&,2&1(&'(
'#2C*+(2/#2(/+$<,(2/+7(5+%+$3<(#(5++<+*(C'5+*,2#'5&'6(3F(2/+(/C7#'&2&+,(
#,(P+$$(#,(;!,2("+'2C*9(,S&$$,G(A/+(,+13'5(63#$(P#,(23(/+$<(+5C1#23*,(
$+#*'(/3P(23(2*C$9(F#1&$&2#2+(2/+(1*+#2&3'(3F(#(,2C5+'2(5*&%+'(<*35C12-(&'(
2/&,(1#,+-(#(P&*+(#'5(<#<+*(7h1/i(,1C$<2C*+(P/+*+(,2C5+'2,($+#*'+5(#'5(
5+73',2*#2+5(*+,+#*1/-(7#2/-(#'5(,1&+'1+(137<+2+'1&+,G(
The Art and STEM program’s first goal emphasized the interconnections
#73'6(#$$(5&,1&<$&'+,(23(6&%+(,2C5+'2,(#(Q*3#5+*(<+*,<+12&%+(#'5(Q*+#S(
53P'(2/+(,&$3,(3F(2*#5&2&3'#$(2+#1/&'6(#'5($+#*'&'6G(A/+(<*36*#7(#$$3P+5(
!"#$%&'(#)&*
,2C5+'2,(23(P3*S(&'(5+,&6'(2+#7,G(A/+9(P+*+(*+[C&*+5(23(P3*S(236+2/+*(
Ketal Patel is the Director of from concept design to the final presentation day. By doing so, students
,7%22)'>"+*E1'T',$&#$"E5'#$' 6#&'+5(#(Q*3#5+*(C'5+*,2#'5&'6(3F(2/+(,S&$$,('++5+5(23(,C11++5(&'(2/+(
9:,-B'',%"'*+'#1'#&$'"4<7#$2&' ;!,2(1+'2C*9(+13'379G(49(2/+(+'5(3F(2/+(P++S-(,2C5+'2,(#'5(2+#1/+*,(
Q+22+*(C'5+*,2335(/3$&,2&1(2+#1/&'6(#'5($+#*'&'6(7+2/35,(#,(P+$$(#,(,S&$$,(
65'$&#*1*1E'8*$%'4"E&""+'
'++5+5(F3*(2/+('+R2(6+'+*#2&3'(3F(a3Q,(#'5(1#*++*,G(
from Ohio State University.

She has 8 years of classD
&22?'"JC"&*"17"'82&F*1E'
with students ranging from
PreK-12 as well as facilitatD
*1E',2<$%'>#F2$#'E&#4<#$"'
class programming for
$"#7%"&+B

!O

A/+(,+13'5(63#$(P#,(23(+7</#,&W+(2/+('++5(#'5(2*C+(<3P+*(3F(,2C5+'2(
5*&%+'(<*35C12,(&'(2+#1/&'6(#'5($+#*'&'6(+'%&*3'7+'2,G(I5C1#23*,(P3*S+5(
5&$&6+'2$9(,&5+(Q9(,&5+(#73'6,2(,2C5+'2,(23(137<$+2+(2/+(,1C$<2C*+(P&2/&'(
a specified timeframe. Teachers helped students as students worked to
137<$+2+(2/+&*(3P'(1*+#2&%+(&5+#,G(49(/#%&'6(#'(+5C1#23*(3'(+#1/(2+#7-(
&2(#$$3P+5(+%+*93'+(23(Q+(+7<3P+*+5(&'(137<$+2&'6(#(<*35C12j#*2(<&+1+(
P/+*+(,2C5+'2,(1$+#*$9($+#*'+5(#'5(7#,2+*+5(2/+(,S&$$,(#'5(63#$,(,+2(
Q+F3*+(2/+7G

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0

!G( V3*S(&'(2+#7,(23(#1137<$&,/(#(</9,&1#$(<*35C12G(:'(2/&,(1#,+-(#(P&*+(#'5(<#<+*(7h1/i(,1C$<2C*+(QC&$2(23(
,1#$+G
;G( Use interdisciplinary skills (math, science, social studies, & language arts) to answer the question: can
93C(C,+(#*2(23(*+<*+,+'2(93C*(1C$2C*+-(93C*(6+'+*#2&3'-(#'5j3*(93C*(#6+(6*3C<k(0+73',2*#2+(&5+#,jP3*S(
2/*3C6/(#(,1C$<2C*+-(P*&2+(#*2&,2(,2#2+7+'2,-(#'5(<*+<#*+(3*#$(<*+,+'2#2&3',(3F(2/+(P3*S(23(<*+,+'2(23(
<++*,(#'5(1377C'&29(7+7Q+*,G(

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
K%

J7.>+\%V5>.'*+/+53\%.5)%B;%Y-)+>(5*(](8(7#a3*(<3*2&3'(3F(2/+(8*2(#'5(@AI)(<*36*#7(*+%3$%+5(#*3C'5(
math connections to many disciplines. In the sculpture creation, students had to problem-solve and
7#,2+*(2/+(2#,S(3F(6*&5(1*+#2&3'(23(+'$#*6+(2/+&*(&5+#,(F*37(,S+21/+,(#'5(*+,+#*1/G(A+#7,(#1137<$&,/+5(
this task by first gridding off and building a variety of sketches onto 9”X12” paper. The task was then
23(+'$#*6+(2/+&*(P3*S(#'5(2*#',$#2+(2/+&*(&7#6+*9(&'23(E(5&7+',&3',G(:'(53&'6(,3-(,2C5+'2,(7#,2+*+5(2/+(
13'1+<2,(3F(,1#$+(#,(P+$$(#,(#11C*#19(#73'6,2(2/+&*(E0(735+$&'6(5+%+$3<+5(F*37(;0(5+,&6'G(

K%

<->-'%Y(W(5*(](8'32/+*(<3*2&3'(3F(2/+(<*36*#7(P#,(23(#$$3P(,2C5+'2,(2/+(2&7+(23(7#,2+*(<*3<3*2&3'(#'5(
7+#,C*+7+'2(2/*3C6/(2/+(,1&+'1+(3F(13$3*(7&R&'6G(:'(53&'6(,3(3'1+(#6#&'-(,2C5+'2,(C'5+*,2335(2/+(
13''+12&3',(#73'6,2(#*2(#'5(,1&+'1+(#,(P+$$(#,(32/+*(5&,1&<$&'+,(23(<*35C1+(/&6/([C#$&29(<*35C12,(23(
*+<*+,+'2(2/+&*(2+#7\,(&5+#,G(@2C5+'2,($+#*'+5(#Q3C2(#'5(+R<+*&+'1+5(/3P(23(<*3<3*2&3'#$$9(1*+#2+(2/+&*(
3P'(13$3*,(Q9(3'$9(C2&$&W&'6(2/+(<*&7#*9(13$3*,(3F(*+5-(9+$$3P-(#'5(Q$C+G(A/&,(P#,(#(1*C1&#$(C'5+*,2#'5&'6(
F3*(,2C5+'2,-(#,(2/+9('++5+5(23(C2&$&W+(2/+&*(*+,3C*1+,(P&,+$9(23(13'%+9(2/+&*(&5+#,(2/*3C6/(,1C$<2C*+G(
(
<'(3(]6+0ZG'3(03%J3.3+/+530%.5)%,'+0+53.3(-5%JU(>>0(](A/*3C6/3C2(2/+(<*36*#7-(,2C5+'2,(P+*+(13'2&'C#$$9(
asked to revisit and reflect upon their learning as well as their accomplishments. These regular intervals
3F(,2C5+'2,(#'5(F#1&$&2#23*(73'&23*+5(1/+1S<3&'2,(+'#Q$+5(2/+(3<<3*2C'&29(23(<*3%&5+j*+1+&%+(P*&22+'(
and verbal feedback, as well as course-correct their work
immediately. In addition to the use of art critiques to reflect
C<3'(2/+&*(<*36*+,,-(+#1/(,2C5+'2(P#,(#$,3(*+[C&*+5(23(P*&2+(
#'(#*2&,2(,2#2+7+'2(#Q3C2(2/+&*(2+#7\,(,1C$<2C*+-(&'1$C5&'6(2/+(
&'2+'2&3',-(2/3C6/2,-(#'5(7+#'&'6,(2/#2(P+'2(&'23(2/+(1*+#2&3'(
3F(,C1/(#(<*35C12G(:'(53&'6(,3-(2/+(F#1&$&2#23*,(#'5(,2C5+'2,(
P+*+(#Q$+(23(5+73',2*#2+(2/+&*($+#*'&'6(&'(#(%#*&+29(3F(P#9,G(
A/+(2+#7,(/#5(#'(3<<3*2C'&29(23(<*+,+'2(2/+&*(,1C$<2C*+,(
#'5(#*2&,2(,2#2+7+'2,(&'(#(6#$$+*9(3<+'&'6(F3*(F+$$3P(KI8D(L.(
,2C5+'2,(#'5(,2#FF(7+7Q+*,G

K%

;+/-*'.2=(70
g(

;?(Z2/(6*#5+(,2C5+'2,(+'*3$$+5(&'(2/+(KI8D(L.(.*36*#7(&'(
@3C2/(0#S32#

J2-50-'0

g( K+#*(L.
g( @3C2/(0#S32#(:''3%#2&3'(M#Q

D5/#$-5*&@/"9#"-'&54$"+&*0/965/+(9&
(+5&"-*5(99(5"%->
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KI8D(L.()+5&1&'#$(.$#'2,

The Dakota/Lakota medicinal plants program was formulated to educate students on what was once the
5+"@(9&B(.&%;&9";$>&D/+,",(9&%-&54$&9(-#&B(*&@(*$#&%-&54$&@$9"$;*&54(5&69(-5*&B$+$&0%-*"#$+$#&*(0+$#&LB(8(-M&
(-#&54$"+&*6"+"5&B(*&(@9$&5%&4$(9&54$&*"08<&@%54&64.*"0(99.&(-#&*6"+"5/(99.<&54+%/'4&54$&'/"#(-0$&%;&54$&
:$#"0"-$&:(-&%+&3%)(->&
Unfortunately, many of the Dakota/Lakota people have lost the in-depth knowledge of medicinal plant use,
@/5&-%B&(+$&9$(+-"-'&('("-&(@%/5&"5*&5+(#"5"%-(9&/*$*&"-&$,$+.#(.&9";$>&?4"*&6+%'+()&(")$#&5%&5$(04&*5/#$-5*&
(@%/5&)$#"0"-(9&69(-5&/*$*&(-#&4%B&5%&4(+,$*5&54$)>&
A/&,(<*36*#7(+5C1#2+,(<#*+'2,-(,2C5+'2,-(#'5(2/+(1377C'&29(*+6#*5&'6(
'#2C*#$(*+,3C*1+,(2/#2(#*+(1C**+'2$9(#%#&$#Q$+(23(2/+7G(:2(,/#*+,(2/+(
0#S32#jM#S32#(P#9(3F($&F+(#'5(/3P(7+5&1&'#$(<$#'2,(#*+(/#*%+,2+5(#'5(
<*+<#*+5-(#'5(P/#2(#&$7+'2,(2/+9(1C*+G(@2C5+'2,($+#*'('#2C*#$(#'5(/C7#'(
&'5C1+5(/#W#*5,(F*37(%#*&3C,(<$#'2,(2/#2(7#9(Q+137+(5#'6+*3C,(23(#(
<+*,3'\,(/+#$2/G(

!"#$%&'(#)&*
Misty Wolf Necklace
%#+'6""1'#'$"#7%"&'21'
$%"'>#F2$#UI#F2$#'$&*6#)'
reservation for 15 years.
,%"'*+'#')"#4"&'*1'$%"'
,-./')"#&1*1E'*1*$*#$*3"'
*?C)"?"1$"4'65'$%"'
superintendent of the
>#F2$#UI#F2$#'1#$*21'
"4<7#$*21'62#&4'#14'$%"'
$&*6#)'72<17*)B

!H

)3,2(3F(2/+(0#S32#jM#S32#(<+3<$+(#*+($&%&'6(Q+2P++'(2P3(P3*$5,G(T'(
3'+(,&5+(&,(735+*'(7+5&1&'+G(T'(2/+(32/+*(#*+(2/+(2*#5&2&3',(3F(2/+(
<+3<$+G(8113*5&'6(23(0#S32#jM#S32#(+$5+*,l(bV+,2+*'(7+5&1&'+(P#'2,(23(
3'$9(/+#$(2/+(Q359-(P/+*+(#,(3C*(<+3<$+(Q+$&+%+(2/#2(93C(632(23($33S(#2(
something else too: mind, heart, soul, spirit. At the point the body shows
</9,&1#$(#&$7+'2,-(,37+(32/+*(<*3Q$+7(/#,'\2(Q++'(5+#$2(P&2/-(#'5(&2(
7#'&F+,2,(&2,+$F(&'(,&1S'+,,Gc(A35#9-(7+5&1&'#$(<$#'2,(#*+(13773'$9(C,+5(
&'(2/+(0#S32#jM#S32#(2*#5&2&3'#$(/37+,G(@2C5+'2,(P+*+(&'%&2+5(23(+R<$3*+(
2/+(S'3P$+56+-(C,+,-(#'5(P/+*+#Q3C2,(3F(<$#'2,(2/#2(/#%+(Q++'(<#,,+5(
53P'(Q9(+$5+*,G
8F2+*(6+'+*#2&3',(3F(5*#,2&1(,31&#$(#'5(1C$2C*#$(1/#'6+,-(0#S32#jM#S32#(
<+3<$+(F#1+(+<&5+7&1,(3F(5&#Q+2+,-(#$13/3$&,7-(#'5(3Q+,&29G(A/&,(
6+'+*#2&3'(&,(#Q3C2(7+*6&'6(2/+(3$5(P#9,(P&2/(2/+('+P-(#'5(&'2*35C1&'6(
#('#2C*#$(#<<*3#1/(23(/+#$&'6(Q9(*+,23*&'6(Q#$#'1+(23(2/+(,<&*&2C#$$9(
P3C'5+5(#'5(6#2/+*&'6jC,&'6(7+5&1&'#$(<$#'2,(2/#2(#*+(#$P#9,(#%#&$#Q$+G(
TF2+'-(93C'6(0#S32#jM#S32#(P37+'(#*+(,<+#*/+#5&'6(2/&,(+FF3*2G

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0

!G( 0+%+$3<(2/+(,S&$$,(#'5(S'3P$+56+('++5+5(23(13',2*C12(2/+&*(3P'(
C'5+*,2#'5&'6(3F(,1&+'1+-(2+1/'3$369-(#'5(2/+(P3*$5(&'(P/&1/(2/+9(
$&%+G
;G( A+#1/(,2C5+'2,(23(2/&'S(F3*(2/+7,+$%+,(P/+'(5+2+*7&'&'6(P/+2/+*(3*(
not a cultural belief about a plant is borne out through the scientific
method. Students use scientific processes and tools, and technology
23(2+,2(2/+,+(Q+$&+F,(#'5($+#*'(#Q3C2(<$#'2,G
EG( 49(<*#12&1&'6(6335(/#Q&2,(3F(*+,+#*1/-(,2C5+'2,(,9,2+7#2&1#$$9($+#*'(
the process skills needed to participate in meaningful scientific
&'%+,2&6#2&3'(3F('#2C*#$(</+'37+'#G
D5/#$-5*&*5/#.&)$#"0"-(9&69(-5*&
NG( "3'5C12(#(%#*&+29(3F($#Q,(#'5(+R<+*&7+'2,(23(#',P+*([C+,2&3',(#Q3C2(
(-#&54$"+&$;;$05*&(-#&/*$;/9-$**&
#(<#*2&1C$#*(<$#'2(C,+5(Q9(2/+(0#S32#jM#S32#(<+3<$+G(@2C5+'2,(P&$$(
;%+&4/)(-&0%-*/)65"%->
$+#*'(2/+(+FF+12&%+'+,,(3F(2/+&*(<$#'2(F3*(#(%#*&+29(3F(C,+,G

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(

:5+'2&F9&'6(0#S32#jM#S32#()+5&1&'#$(.$#'2,(&'(@3C2/(0#S32#
M+#*'&'6(0#S32#jM#S32#('#7+,
M+#*'&'6(23(&5+'2&F9(#'5(P*&2+(<$#'2(5+,1*&<2&3'
L'5+*,2#'5&'6('#2&%+(/#Q&2#2,
0&,13%+*&'6(<$#'2(<*3<#6#2&3'(
Identifying the flowering period of native plants

;+/-*'.2=(70
g(

_&'2/(K*#5+(,2C5+'2,(+'*3$$+5(&'(2/+(KI8D(L.(.*36*#7(&'(@3C2/(
0#S32#

J2-50-'0
g(
g(

KI8D(L.
@3C2/(0#S32#(:''3%#2&3'(M#Q(

!Z

@/#53PQ3R(81#5+79(@C77+*(43321#7<

34(5&4(66$-*&B4$-&.%/&0%)@"-$&$-'('$#&*5/#$-5*<&$-54/*"(*5"0&5$(04$+*<&(-#&*8"99$#&0%))/-"5.&$N6$+5*&
in a performing arts experience like no other? Shadowbox® Academy Summer Bootcamp! Through the
joint efforts of Shadowbox Live®, ECOT (Electronic Classroom of Tomorrow), and PAST, a three-week arts
"-5$-*",$&6+%'+()&B(*&0+$(5$#&54(5&6+%,"#$#&)(*5$+&09(**&B%+8*4%6*&"-&;%/+&6$+;%+)(-0$&#"*0"69"-$*T&
*"-'"-'<&#(-0"-'<&(05"-'<&(-#&)/*"0"(-*4"6<&(*&B$99&(*&#"*0/**"%-*&%;&(+5*&(#)"-"*5+(5"%-<&6+%#/05"%-<&
9";$&*8"99*<&(-#&6+%;$**"%-(9"*)>&Q$#&@.&54$(5$+&(-#&$#/0(5"%-(9&6+%;$**"%-(9*<&5$(04$+*&B%+8$#&(9%-'*"#$&
*5/#$-5*&'("-"-'&,(9/(@9$&$N6$+"$-0$&"-&54$&6$+;%+)"-'&(+5*>
I'13*+m(I'13*+mm(A/#2(&,(+R#12$9(P/#2(2/+(@/#53PQ3R(43321#7<(1*+#2+5(
2/&,(9+#*G(:',<&*+5(Q9(&2,(,C11+,,(P&2/(2/+(@AI)(D31S,(2/+(43R(<*3a+12-(
@/#53PQ3R(M&%+(&7<$+7+'2+5(2/+(@/#53PQ3R(81#5+79(@C77+*(
Bootcamp. Shadowbox Bootcamp is a three-week summer intensive
+R<+*&+'1+(F3*(/&6/(,1/33$(#'5(13$$+6+(,2C5+'2,-(#6+,(!O(23(;!(9+#*,(3F(
#6+G(A/&,(9+#*-(Q32/(,2C5+'2,(#'5(2+#1/+*,(#C5&2&3'+5(&'(#$$(F3C*(7#a3*(D31S(
Art discipline areas: modern dance, rock vocals, rock instruments, and
#12&'6G

!"#$%&'(#)&*
Stacie Boord has been
performing professionally
her whole life. For the last
OQ'5"#&+'+%"'%#+'6""1'#'
)"#4"&'8*$%'$%"'G2)<?6<+D
@%*2'6#+"4'$%"#$"&'
E&2<C=',%#42862J'I*3"B''
,%#42862J'I*3"'$%"')#&E"+$'
&"+*4"1$D$%"#$"&'E&2<C'*1'
:?"&*7#'*+'72??*$$"4'$2'
6&*1E'%*E%DH<#)*$5='&"#)D
82&)4'#&$+'"JC"&*"17"+'$2'
@%*2V+'+$<4"1$+B'

A/+(@/#53PQ3R(43321#7<(/#,(#(/3$&,2&1(+5C1#2&3'#$(63#$(3F(2+#1/&'6(
,2C5+'2,($&F+(,S&$$,G(A/+(<*36*#7(2+#1/+,(,2C5+'2,(/3P(23(QC&$5(*+,&$&+'1+(
#'5(<+*,+%+*#'1+-(23(3%+*137+(2/+&*(F+#*,-(23(*+1+&%+(13',2*C12&%+(
F++5Q#1S(#'5-(C$2&7#2+$9-(23(+R<+*&+'1+(2/+(2/*&$$(3F(<+*F3*7&'6(Q+F3*+(#(
$&%+(#C5&+'1+G(@2C5+'2,(P/3(/#%+(<#*2&1&<#2+5(&'(2/+(@/#53PQ3R(81#5+79(
Summer Bootcamp often cite it as one of the most pivotal, life-changing
+%+'2,(2/+9(/#%+(+R<+*&+'1+5G

D5/#$-5*&(+$&%;;$+$#&+$(9PB%+9#&%66%+5/-"5"$*&5%&(/#"5"%-<&6$+;%+)&(-#&
)(*5$+&6$+;%+)(-0$&"-&54$&+%08&(+5*<&,%0(9<&0%)$#.<&#(-0"-'&(-#&5$04-"0(9&
$N6$+"$-0$*&"-&54$(5$+>

;>

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0

!G( A+#1/(,2C5+'2,($&F+(,S&$$,(,C1/(#,(QC&$5&'6(*+,&$&+'1+(#'5(<+*,+%+*#'1+(
23(3%+*137+(2/+&*(F+#*,G(
;G( J+$<(,2C5+'2,(*+1+&%+(1*&2&1#$(#'5(13',2*C12&%+(F++5Q#1SG
EG( TFF+*(,2C5+'2,(2/+(+R<+*&+'1+(#'5(2/+(2/*&$$(3F(<+*F3*7&'6(Q+F3*+(#(
$&%+(#C5&+'1+G(
NG( K&%+(,2C5+'2,(#(*+#$(P3*$5(+R<+*&+'1+(3F(Q+&'6(#(*31S(#*2(<+*F3*7+*G

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(

IR<+*&+'1+(P3*S,/3<,(#'5(2*#&'&'6(&'(+#1/(3F(2/+(F3C*(7#a3*(D31S(
8*2,(5&,1&<$&'+,G(
:',2*C123*,(F3*(2/+(<*36*#7(#*+(<*3F+,,&3'#$(<+*F3*7+*,G
@2C5+'2,(&'%&2+5(23(#22+'5(MC'1/43R(,/3P,G
^C*&+5(&'(+#1/(3F(2/+(5&,1&<$&'+,(23(5+2+*7&'+(2/+&*(Q+,2(2#$+'2,G
IR<+*&+'1+(*+/+#*,#$,(<*&3*(23(2/+(,/3PG
^3&'(2/+(<*3F+,,&3'#$(<+*F3*7+*,(&'(#'(+%+'&'6(,/3P(F3*(2/+(6+'+*#$(
<CQ$&1G

;+/-*'.2=(70
g(

J&6/(@1/33$(#'5("3$$+6+(@2C5+'2,-(#6+,(!O(](;!(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(
g(

A/+(8*2,(d("3$$+6+(.*+<#*#23*9(81#5+79(](!
"3$C7QC,(@2#2+("377C'&29("3$$+6+(](!
0+'&,3'(L'&%+*,&29(](!
I"TA(](N
B3*2(J#9+,(8$2+*'#2&%+(8*2,(J&6/(@1/33$(](!
K++*2(K*332+("3$$+6+(3F(87,2+*5#7(](!
K*#/#7(@1/33$(](!
K*3%+("&29(J&6/(@1/33$(](!
)&#7&(L'&%+*,&29(](!(
T$+'2#'69(M&Q+*29(J&6/(@1/33$(](!
T/&3(@2#2+(L'&%+*,&29(](;
T22+*Q+&'("3$$+6+(](!
D+9'3$5,QC*6(+@AI)(81#5+79(](!
Worthington Kilbourne High School – 2N/A – 1
Total: 20

D5/#$-5*&(+$&6/*4$#&5%&
$N69%+$&54$"+&"--$+&#",(&(5&54$&
Shadowbox Live Bootcamp
$N6$+"$-0$>

J2-50-'0
g(

@/#53PQ3R(81#5+79

Rock Your Potential Poster
(#,$+5"*"-'&54$&D4(#%B@%N&Q",$&
D4(#%B@%N&K0(#$).&
Bootcamp.

;!

Hocking College EcoLab - Biodiversity

U-&"5*&*$0%-#&.$(+<&V+%B"-'&DCUQ&6+%'+()&'+$B&;+%)&S&5%&HI&*04%%9*<&(-#&9(/-04$#&(&*$0%-#&6+%5%5.6"-'&
field station through a partnership with Hocking College and its environmental programs. Each school
participating in the SOIL program was given 20 slots to send students to Hocking College for a one week
immersion in transdisciplinary problem-based learning focusing on water quality.

!"#$%&'(#)&*+
(*?6"&)5'/<))"1='$%"'>"#1'
of the School of Natural
Resources at Hocking
College, has a BS from
Y#?"+'/#4*+21'A1*3"&+*$5'
in geology, and an MS from
W&*E%$',$#$"'A1*3"&+*$5'*1'
!54&2)2E5B

J31S&'6("3$$+6+(B&+$5(@1/33$-(V++S,(!(#'5(;
g( J31S&'6("3$$+6+-(_+$,3'%&$$+(T/&3
g( June 1st - June 12th
g( Students Directors:
g( J#''#/(@P3<+-(L'5+*6*#5C#2+(@2C5+'2-(J31S&'6("3$$+6+
g( 0#P'(D3Q329'-(L'5+*6*#5C#2+(@2C5+'2-(J31S&'6("3$$+6+
g( A*#19(@&73',-(L'5+*6*#5C#2+(@2C5+'2-(J31S&'6("3$$+6+
g( ^#**35(4#$$-(L'5+*6*#5C#2+(@2C5+'2-(J31S&'6("3$$+6+
g( n#1/#*9(4C,S&*S-(L'5+*6*#5C#2+(@2C5+'2-(J31S&'6("3$$+6+
g( @&+**#(K#$+-(L'5+*6*#5C#2+(@2C5+'2-(J31S&'6("3$$+6+
During the first two weeks of the Hocking College Field School, led
Q9(,2C5+'2(5&*+123*,(F*37(J31S&'6("3$$+6+-(7&55$+(#'5(/&6/(,1/33$(
,2C5+'2,(+R<$3*+5(#'5($+#*'+5(#Q3C2(2/+(&7<3*2#'1+(3F(P#2+*([C#$&29(
#'5(/3P(P#2+*(*C'3FF(1#'(/#%+(5+$+2+*&3C,(+FF+12(3'(,C**3C'5&'6(#*+#,G(
Students were broken up into smaller groups of 8-10 and rotated
2/*3C6/(E(5&FF+*+'2(,+,,&3',G(A/+(,+,,&3',(F31C,+5(3'(E(7#&'(#*+#,-(+#1/(
13'1+'2*#2&'6(3'(#(7#&'([C+,2&3'(2/#2(P3C$5('++5(23(Q+(#',P+*+5(23(
137<$+2+(2/+&*(5+,&6'(1/#$$+'6+G

J-(>%^6.>(3M(](W%#$'7#<+"+'+2*)'"&2+*21X(@2C5+'2,(%+'2C*+5(3C2(23(2/*++(
5&FF+*+'2(*&%+*,(#'5(,2*+#7,(#*3C'5(J31S&'6("3$$+6+(23(13$$+12(,3&$(
,#7<$+,(C,&'6(#(,3&$(<*3Q+G(8F2+*(%&,&2&'6(+#1/(,&2+-(,2C5+'2,(*+2C*'+5(23(
2/+(1$#,,*337(23(5+2+*7&'+(2/+(13$3*-(2+R2C*+-(<3*3,&29-(<+*7+#Q&$&29-(#'5(
2C*Q&5&29(3F(+#1/(,3&$(,#7<$+G(V3*S&'6(&'(2/+&*(6*3C<,-(,2C5+'2,(P+*+(6&%+'(
#(7&'&(5+,&6'(1/#$$+'6+(23(1*+#2+(#(P#9(23(5+2+*7&'+(P/&1/(3F(2/+(,3&$(
Darin Hadinger is a professor
,#7<$+,(/#5(2/+($#*6+,2(2/*+#2(3F(+*3,&3'G

#$'!27F*1E'G2))"E"B'!*+'
areas of expertise are Solar
9%2$232)$#*7+=',2)#&'-%"&?#)='
W*14=';<")'G"))+='/*7&2E&*4='
+<+$#*1#6)"'6<*)4*1E'#14'
energy efficiency.

;;

D.3+'%^6.>(3M(](!28'*+'8#$"&'H<#)*$5'4"$"&?*1"4X(A*#%+$&'6(23(2P3(*&%+*($31#2&3',-(
including the Hocking River, participants worked to find the water quality of each
$31#2&3'G(@2C5+'2,($+#*'+5(/3P(23(C,+(#(<J(7+2+*(#'5(632(b53P'(#'5(5&*29c(C,&'6(
dip nets to find macro-invertebrates which they identified using a dichotomous
S+9G(D+2C*'&'6(23(2/+(1$#,,*337-(2/+(,2C5+'2,(P+*+(6&%+'(2/+(1/#$$+'6+(3F(
5+2+*7&'&'6(2/+(P#2+*([C#$&29(3F(+#1/(,&2+(C,&'6(2/+(&'F3*7#2&3'(2/+9(6#2/+*+5(&'(
the field.
D+3>.5)0(](How do wetlands filter water?(V+2$#'5,(#*+(#73'6(2/+(73,2(&7<3*2#'2(
+13,9,2+7,(3'(I#*2/-(#'5(5C*&'6(2/&,(,+,,&3'-(,2C5+'2,(F3C'5(3C2(P/9G(A*#%+$&'6(23(
#(<3'5-(#(P+2$#'5-(#'5(#(,2++$(,$#6($++1/(Q+5-(,2C5+'2,(F3C'5(2/+(<J-(13'5C12&%&29-(
#'5(2/+(P#2+*(2+7<+*#2C*+(3F(+#1/(C,&'6(#(<J(7+2+*G(8F2+*(%&,&2&'6(+#1/(,&2+-(
,2C5+'2,(*+2C*'+5(23(2/+(1$#,,*337(#'5(5&,,+12+5(1#22#&$,(C,&'6(5&,,+12&'6(
7&1*3,13<+,G(A/+9(#'#$9W+5(#'5(137<&$+5(2/+(5#2#(2/+9(13$$+12+5(P/&$+(&'(2/+(
field. Students then used the information gathered during the week to design
their own human-made wetland or stormwater basin. At the end of the week they
<*+,+'2+5(2/+&*(5+,&6',(23(2/+&*(F+$$3P(1#7<+*,-(J31S&'6("3$$+6+(<*3F+,,3*,-(#'5(
$31#$(1377C'&29(7+7Q+*,G

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0

!G( Teach students to use several field-based data collection techniques, analyze
5#2#-(#'5(#<<$9(5#2#(23(,2C59(P#2+*([C#$&29G
;G( I'13C*#6+(#'5(6C&5+(,2C5+'2,(&'(C'5+*,2#'5&'6(/C7#'(&7<#12(3'(P#2+*(
[C#$&29(#'5(2/+(+'%&*3'7+'2G
EG( Teach students how they can use technology to help identify flora and fauna
both in the field and in the classroom.

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
K%

O-7U(5*%<->>+*+%N-*.5%<./260%](0C*&'6(2/&,(5#9(2*&<-($+5(Q9(#5%#'1+5(
energy program instructor Darin Hadinger, the students garnered hands-on
+R<+*&+'1+(P/&$+($+#*'&'6(#Q3C2(#$2+*'#2&%+(+'+*69G(J31S&'6("3$$+6+(M36#'(
"#7<C,(&,(#(6*++'(QC&$5&'6(#'5(,2C5+'2,(+R<$3*+5(2/+(5&FF+*+'2(#,<+12,(3F(2/+(
QC&$5&'6(2/#2(13C$5(Q+(C,+5(Q#1S(#2(2/+&*(,1/33$,-(,C1/(#,(%+*2&1#$(6#*5+',(#'5(
,3$#*(<#'+$,G(

K%

O-7U(5*%<->>+*+%X.36'+%<+53+'%](A/+(_#2C*+("+'2+*(5&*+123*-(0#%+(@#6#'-(
invited students to have a hands-on experience with both snakes and birds.
@2C5+'2,(P+*+(#Q$+(23(/3$5(#'5($+#*'(#Q3C2(#(%#*&+29(3F(,'#S+,(*#'6&'6(F*37(
6#*2+*,(23(#'(#$Q&'3(4C*7+,+(<92/3'-(#'5(+%+'(,++(#(*#22$+,'#S+(+#2m

;+/-*'.2=(70
g(
g(
g(
g(

Fairfield Union - Middle School: 18
Fairfield Union - High School: 10
Federal Hocking - Middle School: 9
Millersport - Middle School: 21

D5/#$-5*&;+%)&-"-$&
Fairfield County District
*04%%9*&6(+5"0"6(5$#&"-&
(&,(+"$5.&%;&$0%9%'.P
54$)$#&(05","5"$*&
during the first two
B$$8*&%;&W/-$&(5&
the Hocking College
campus in Nelsonville,
C4"%>&

;E

Hocking College EcoLab - Water Purity

During the final two weeks of June, students from all around Ohio ventured to Hocking College to learn
about ecology. Each day, students had the chance to explore a new ecosystem in the Hocking College area
(-#&(669.&-$B&*8"99*&5%&0%99$05&(-#&(-(9.1$&#(5(>&D5/#$-5*&/*$#&54$"+&#(5(&(-#&"-;%+)(5"%-&5%&#$*"'-&(-#&
+$09(")&(&9%0(9&(+$(&5%&6+%)%5$&@"%#",$+*"5.&(-#&0%))/-"5.&"-,%9,$)$-5>&C-&J+"#(.&%;&$(04&B$$8<&*5/#$-5*&
presented their designs to their fellow campers, Hocking College staff, and local community members.
J31S&'6("3$$+6+(B&+$5(@1/33$-(V++S,(E(#'5(N
g( J31S&'6("3$$+6+-(_+$,3'%&$$+(T/&3
g( ^C'+(!?2/(](^C'+(;O2/
g( Director:
g( "#*&(8''(D&2W+'2/#$+*-(K*#5C#2+(@2C5+'2-(43P$&'6(K*++'(L'&%+*,&29
0C*&'6(P++S,(2/*++(#'5(F3C*-(,2C5+'2,(P+*+(6&%+'(2/+(5+,&6'(1/#$$+'6+(
3F(*+1$#&7&'6(#'(#*+#(&'(#(1377C'&29(23(<*3732+(Q32/(Q&35&%+*,&29(#'5(
1377C'&29(&'%3$%+7+'2G(A3(/+$<(1*+#2+(2/+&*(5+,&6',(2/+(P++S(P#,(Q#,+5(
around three themes:

!"#$%&'(#)&*
Cari Ritzenthaler is a recent
graduate from Bowling
Z&""1',$#$"'A1*3"&+*$5'8*$%'
#'?#N2&'*1'.72)2E5'#14'
G21+"&3#$*21'#14'#'?*12&'
*1'.13*&21?"1$#)'.4<7#$*21='
#14'8*))'6"'721$*1<*1E'%"&'
+$<4*"+'$28#&4+'#'/#+$"&V+'
4"E&""B'',%"'+C"7*#)*K"+'*1'
82&F*1E'8*$%'*13"&$"6&#$"+'
#14'&"C$*)"+='#14'*+'"+C"7*#))5'
*1$"&"+$"4'*1'<14"&+$#14*1E'
62J'$<&$)"+B

;N

&(-)(A+'0(3M%(5%+7-0M03+/0(](IR<$3*&'6(F3C*(5&FF+*+'2(+13,9,2+7,(#*3C'5(
Hocking College, students worked to discover what flora and fauna
they could find. Using phone apps, books, and the knowledge of the
director, students identified flora and fauna, and discussed which of the
+13,9,2+7,(/#5(2/+(6*+#2+,2(Q&35&%+*,&29G
Y.(53.(5(5*%+7-0M03+/0(](I#1/(+13,9,2+7(/#,(2/*+#2,(*#'6&'6(F*37(
/C7#'(&7<#12(23(&'%#,&%+(,<+1&+,G(@2C5+'2,-(P3*S&'6(&'(6*3C<,-(
*+,+#*1/+5(&'%#,&%+(,<+1&+,(&'(+#1/(3F(2/+(F3C*(+13,9,2+7,-(,+#*1/+5(F3*(
the invasive species while exploring in the field, and made decisions on
/3P(2/+9(P3C$5(13'2*3$(2/+(,<+1&+,(F*37(,<*+#5&'6G
O6/.5%4/2.73%-5%+7-0M03+/0 – While out in the field, students quickly
$+#*'+5(/3P(/C7#'(&7<#12(#FF+12,(+13,9,2+7,G(4+F3*+(63&'6(3C2(23(
+R<$3*+-(,2C5+'2,($+#*'+5(2/+(f(Q#,&1(<*&'1&<$+,(3F(b$+#%+('3(2*#1+c-(#'5(
<*#12&1+5(2/+7(#,(2/+9(2*#%+$+5(2/*3C6/(5&FF+*+'2(+13,9,2+7,G(8F2+*(
%&,&2&'6(+#1/(+13,9,2+7-(,2C5+'2,(5+,&6'+5(#'5(QC&$2(2/+&*(*+1$#&7+5(#*+#,(
Q#,+5(3'(2/+&*(3P'(,3$C2&3',(23(2/+(<*3Q$+7G(82(2/+(+'5(3F(2/+(P++S-(
,2C5+'2,(<*+,+'2+5(2/+&*(,3$C2&3',(23(2/+&*(F+$$3P(1$#,,7#2+,-(J31S&'6(
"3$$+6+(,2#FF-(#'5(1377C'&29(7+7Q+*,G

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0

!G( Teach students to use several field-based collection techniques to
13$$+12(5#2#G
;G( I'13C*#6+(#'5(6C&5+(,2C5+'2,(&'(C'5+*,2#'5&'6(/C7#'(&7<#12(3'(
2/+(+'%&*3'7+'2G
EG( Teach students how they can use technology to help identify flora
and fauna while both in the field and in the classroom.
NG( Develop an appreciation of ecosystems and the flora and fauna
F3C'5(P&2/&'(2/3,+(+13,9,2+7,G

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
K%

F(0=%O.37=+'M%– Students traveled to the Lake Snowden fish
/#21/+*9-(#'5(23C*+5(2/+(F#1&$&29(P/+*+(2/+9(3Q,+*%+5(2/+(P3*S+*,(
collect catfish eggs, and even saw the catfish eggs hatch!(
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D.M5+E0%X.3(-5.>%F-'+03%_(0(3-'%<+53+'%](A3($+#*'(73*+(#Q3C2(
+13,9,2+7,(#'5(Q&35&%+*,&29(&'(2/+(,3C2/+*'(T/&3(*+6&3'-(,2C5+'2,(
2*#%+$+5(23(2/+(V#9'+\,(_#2&3'#$(B3*+,2(U&,&23*("+'2+*G(@2C5+'2,(
P+*+(#Q$+(23(%+'2C*+(#$3'6(2/+(<#2/-(P/&$+(*+#5&'6(<$#[C+,(#'5(
billboards about different flora and fauna.
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Baldwin STEM Middle School: 5
Metro High School: 6
Metro Middle School: 5
Millersport Middle School: 4
MC2 STEM High School: 5
National Inventors Hall of Fame STEM Middle School: 5
Reynoldsburg eSTEM Academy: 1
Starling Middle School: 1
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Fairfield County Educational Service Center
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D5/#$-5*&;+%)&)(-.&#";;$+$-5&
*04%%9&#"*5+"05*&6(+5"0"6(5$#&"-&(&
variety of water-quality-themed
activities during the first two weeks
of June at the Hocking College
0()6/*&"-&Q%'(-<&C4"%>&
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,$-*&.'/0112
A graduate of Ohio Wesleyan University with a major in Biology and a minor in
.4<7#$*21B'!"'%#+'6""1'#'9%5+*7#)',7*"17"'$"#7%"&'*1'G2)<?6<+'G*$5',7%22)+'
for 4 years. He has worked with PAST for 5 years. His passion is teaching young
C"2C)"'#62<$'$%"'82&)4'$%#$'+<&&2<14+'$%"?'#14'%28'$%2+"'$%*1E+'#))'82&FB
'
3#45&'6&-5$
A graduate of St. Norbert College, DePere, WI, with a major in Elementary
Education and a minor in Religious Studies. She worked at Boy Scout Camp for
eight summers where her love of the great outdoors blossomed.
'
7*58#'9100
A recent graduate of Capital University with a major in Interdisciplinary Studies in
Biology and Education, with a specific focus in Informal Education. Her passion
lies in helping people to find answers about the world around them, and helping
$2'"JC)#*1'8%5'$%*1E+'#&"'$%"'8#5'$%"5'#&"B'!"&'4&"#?'N26'*+'$2'82&F'#+'$%"'
educational programmer for a museum.
!#5405$':#;5+'
A graduate of Otterbein University with a Bachelor degree in Middle Childhood
Education and an Associates degree in Arts. She has been working for SouthW"+$"&1'G*$5',7%22)+'+*17"'E&#4<#$*1EB'!"&'C#++*21'*+'6"*1E'2<$+*4"'"JC)2&*1E'
#14'4*+723"&*1E'1"8'$%*1E+'8%*)"'#)+2'2C"1*1E'+$<4"1$+V'?*14+'$2'1"8'
#43"1$<&"+B'
9#45)#'<#+"5$%41$
Z2*1E'*1$2'%"&'Q$%'5"#&'#$'@%*2',$#$"'A1*3"&+*$5'#+'#',C2&$'014<+$&5'#14'
Communication major. She is entering her 7th year working with FIRST Robotics
8%"&"'+%"'%#+'+C"1$'['5"#&+'#+'#'+$<4"1$'#14'L'5"#&+'#+'#'?"1$2&B':)$%2<E%'$%*+'
is her last year at Ohio State University, she is planning to stay involved with FIRST
to help promote the STEM field.

=#8'>#44&*+1$
A a graduate of Bowling Green State University with a major in Physics & Earth
Science Education. He is starting his 4th year of teaching physical science at The
:&$+'T'G2))"E"'9&"C#&#$2&5':7#4"?5'*1'G2)<?6<+B'!"'"1N25+'%")C*1E'+$<4"1$+'
explore their curiosity through scientific investigations.
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PAST and Columbus Museum of Art (CMA) have partnered for three years, bringing the Cardboard ChalP
lenge to communities in Central Ohio. Each year area schools and their districts are invited to design ComP
munity Cardboard Challenge Events to help promote creativity. This year, the event experienced exciting
growth and expanded to 10 Columbus locations, the most it has ever had.
A/+(.8@A(:''3%#2&3'(M#Q(/#,(P3*S+5(P&2/(")8(F3*(2/*++(9+#*,(Q*&'6&'6(
2/+("#*5Q3#*5("/#$$+'6+(23(1377C'&2&+,(&'("+'2*#$(T/&3G(A/+("#*5Q3#*5(
"/#$$+'6+(&,(#'(#''C#$(+%+'2(2/#2(1+$+Q*#2+,(1/&$5*+'\,(1*+#2&%&29G(I%+*9(9+#*-(
1/&$5*+'-(<#*+'2,-(#'5(F*&+'5,(1#'(5*+#7(#'5(QC&$5(P/#2+%+*(2/+9(P#'2-(C,&'6(
1#*5Q3#*5-(*+191$+5(7#2+*&#$,-(#'5(&7#6&'#2&3'G(A/&,(1/#$$+'6+(&,(6$3Q#$-(#'5(
$#,2(9+#*(/#5(3%+*(!;?->>>(<#*2&1&<#'2,(F*37(NO(13C'2*&+,G(:'("3$C7QC,-(2/+(
+%+'2(P#,(/+$5(#2(2/+("3$C7QC,()C,+C7(3F(8*2(F3*(2/+($#,2(2P3(9+#*,-(QC2(2/&,(
9+#*-(2/+("#*5Q3#*5("/#$$+'6+(233S(<$#1+(3%+*(2/+(F3$$3P&'6(!>($31#2&3',m
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Columbus Museum of Art
5%&69(.&(-#&$N69%+$&54$"+&
")('"-(5"%-*&54+%/'4&54$&
“Day of Play”
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I%+'&'6(@2*++2(I$+7+'2#*9(@1/33$
J&$$&#*5(:''3%#2&%+(M+#*'&'6("+'2+*
)3'2*3,+(I$+7+'2#*9(@1/33$
D+9'3$5,QC*6(+@AI)(81#5+79
@2G(8'5*+P(@1/33$
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Creativity is a critical essential skill for problem-solving, adapting, and
1377C'&1#2&'6(&'(#(P3*$5(2/#2(1/#'6+,(P&2/(&'1*+#,&'6(*#<&5&29G(A/+(
"#*5Q3#*5("/#$$+'6+(&,(#(FC'(P#9(23(2#<(&'23(1/&$5*+'\,('#2C*#$(1C*&3,&29(#'5(
1*+#2&%&29(23(,3$%+(1/#$$+'6+,(<3,+5(Q9(F#1&$&2#23*,-(32/+*(2+#7,-(#'5(73,2(
&7<3*2#'2$9-(2/+7,+$%+,G

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0

!G( 0+%+$3<(1/&$5*+'\,('#2C*#$(1*+#2&%+(2#$+'2,G
;G( Foster creativity and problem-solving.
EG( .*3732+(1*+#2&%+(2/&'S&'6(#'5(13$$#Q3*#2&3'G
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Proud students display their
")('"-(5",$&0+$(5"%-*>

Future engineers used the Day
of Play to invent wearable
Remote Operated Vehicles.

The Day of Play sign was a
0%99$05"%-&6%"-5&%;&")('"-(5",$&
0+$(5"%-*>

Proving imagination doesn’t
+$0%'-"1$&(-&('$&+$*5+"05"%->

Problem solving is always at
the forefront of the Cardboard
Challenge.

Plenty of material for creating
(-#&$N69%+"-'&#+$()*&(-#&
")('"-(5"%->

The Cardboard Challenge
)(8$*&;%+&'+$(5&;()"9.&5")$&
(*&B$99>

The Cardboard
Challenge was about
$N69%+(5"%-<&6+%@9$)P
*%9,"-'&(-#&6+"#$>
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On May 7th, 2015, the ROV Design Challenge took place at COSI (Center Of Science and Industry). 21 teams
of students from grades 7-12 came from central and northeastern Ohio to compete in a Basic or Advanced
underwater course with their classroom-built ROVs. Teams also gave presentations about their design
(-#&0%-*5+/05"%-&6+%0$**&5%&$N6$+5&X/#'$*>&?4$*$&6+$*$-5(5"%-*&B$+$&X/#'$#&%-&%+'(-"1(5"%-<&$,"#$-0$&%;&
collaboration, content, and answers to specific questions that the experts posed.
The ROV Challenge invited Ohio students in grades 6-12 to join the
1/#$$+'6+(Q9(<#*2&1&<#2&'6(P&2/(2/+&*(D+732+$9(T<+*#2+5(U+/&1$+,(
XDTUYG(A/&,(P#,(2/+(&'#C6C*#$(9+#*(3F(DTU(0+,&6'("/#$$+'6+,(&'(
"+'2*#$(T/&3-(P&2/(#'(&'&2&#$(,/3P1#,+(3F(DTU,($#,2(_3%+7Q+*(Q+&'6(#(
tremendous success. Each team had the opportunity to “fly” their ROV
&'(2/+("T@:(,/&<P*+1S(2#'S(*#1&'6(#6#&',2(2&7+(23(137<$+2+(#,,&6'+5(
2#,S,G(A/+*+(P+*+(2P3($+%+$,(3F(137<+2&2&3'G(A/+(4#,&1("/#$$+'6+(
P#,(3<+'+5(23('+P(2+#7,(P&2/(2/+(63#$(3F(&'2*35C1&'6(,2C5+'2,(23(
DTU(3<+*#2&3',(#'5(FC'12&3',G(A/+(85%#'1+5("/#$$+'6+(P#,(F3*(
+R<+*&+'1+5(2+#7,(#'5(<*+,+'2+5(73*+(1/#$$+'6+,(#'5(2#,S,G(

!"#$%&'(#)&*
Alyssa Reder is an
:4?*1*+$&#$*3"':++*+$#1$'#$'
the PAST Foundation. After
receiving her Bachelor’s
4"E&""'*1'/*44)"'G%*)4%224'
Education from Ohio State
A1*3"&+*$5=':)5++#'4"7*4"4'
to pursue the world of
"4<7#$*21#)'&"+"#&7%B'
This is where she found
her true passion for the
improvement of education
for administrators, teachers,
#14'+$<4"1$+B
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In addition to flying their ROVs in the shipwreck tank, teams also
,CQ7&22+5(#(@2#2+7+'2(3F(:'%+'2&3'(X@T:Y(#'5(#(0&6&2#$(.*+,+'2#2&3'-(
detailing their design, construction, testing, and modification process
<*&3*(23(2/+(5#9(3F(2/+(1/#$$+'6+G(A/+,+(2P3(&2+7,(P+*+(aC56+5(
,+<#*#2+$9(3'(#(*CQ*&1G(A/+(5#9(3F(2/+(1/#$$+'6+-(+#1/(2+#7(6#%+(#(
2+1/'&1#$(<*+,+'2#2&3'(23(
2/+(+R<+*2(aC56+,-(#'5(
/#5(23(#',P+*([C+,2&3',(
#Q3C2(2/+(13',2*C12&3'(
#'5(5+,&6'(3F(2/+&*(DTUG

D5/#$-5*&B$+$&(*8$#&5%&@+("-*5%+)<&
design, build and compete at COSI
in the aquatic tank during the ROV
Challenege. Teams from multiple
High Schools around Ohio converged
at COSI to compete and test their
designs in the COSI aquatics tank.
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The ROV must submerge and begin the course from the specified landing pad within the tank.
8(2&7+*(P&$$(,2#*2(#,(,33'(#,(2/+(DTU($&F2,(3FF(2/+($#'5&'6(<#5(o+#1/(DTU(&,(#$$322+5(#(7#R&7C7(2&7+(3F(!>(
7&'C2+,(23(137<$+2+(2/+(13C*,+pG
A/+(DTU(7C,2('#%&6#2+(F*37(2/+($#'5&'6(<#5(2/*3C6/(#(,+*&+,(3F(3Q,2#1$+,(XE(/C$#(/33<,(,C,<+'5+5(3FF(
2/+(Q32237Y-(2C*'(#'5(,C11+,,FC$$9(*+2*#1+(&2,(<#2/G
Finally the ROV must land on the specified landing pad to complete the challenge.
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The ROV must submerge and begin the course from the specified landing pad within the tank.
8(2&7+*(P&$$(,2#*2(#,(,33'(#,(2/+(DTU($&F2,(3FF(2/+($#'5&'6(<#5(o+#1/(DTU(&,(#$$322+5(#(7#R&7C7(2&7+(3F(!?(
7&'C2+,(23(137<$+2+(2/+(13C*,+pG
A/+(DTU(7C,2('#%&6#2+(F*37(2/+($#'5&'6(<#5(2/*3C6/(#'(3Q,2#1$+(X#(/C$#(/33<,(,C,<+'5+5(3FF(2/+(Q32tom) then successfully retrieve 2 of 3 possible scientific samples, and store them on the ROV.
Finally the ROV must return to the specified landing pad to complete the challenge.
The tank challenge is timed, however the time of the flight only comes into play should there be an over#$$(,13*+(2&+(Q+2P++'(2+#7,(&'(2/+(+'2&*+(+%+'2G

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0

!G( M+#*'(23(5+,&6'-(+'6&'++*-(#'5(735&F9(#'(DTU(23(#1137<$&,/(#(,+2(3F(2#,S,(2/#2(7&**3*(2/+(29<+,(3F(
research and recovery facing underwater vehicles in today’s scientific expeditions.
;G( 031C7+'2(2/*3C6/(P*&2&'6-(&$$C,2*#2&3',-(</3236*#</,-(#'5j3*(32/+*(F3*7,(3F(7+5&#(2/+(5+,&6'(<*31+,,(
3F(QC&$5&'6(#'(DTU
EG( 0+73',2*#2+(;!,2(1+'2C*9(,S&$$,(2/*3C6/(<*+,+'2&'6(#(A+1/'&1#$(.*+,+'2#2&3',(23(#(<*3F+,,&3'#$(<#'+$(3F(
aC56+,G(
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For the ROV Design Challenge, PAST invited field experts Dan Warren and Rob Church from C&C
Technologies to participate as judges. PAST also invited the Father of Side Scan Sonar, Marty Klein, to be
#(6C+,2(aC56+(F3*(2/+(A+1/'&1#$(.*+,+'2#2&3',G(X@++(aC56+(Q&36*#</&+,(3'(2/+('+R2(<#6+GY(
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@2C5+'2,(F*37(#$$(3%+*(T/&3(P+*+(&'%&2+5(23(<#*2&1&<#2+(&'(2/&,(1/#$$+'6+G(8(6*3C<(3F()&55$+(@1/33$(#6+5(
,2C5+'2,(F*37(M#C*+$(@1/33$-($31#2+5(&'(2/+("$+%+$#'5(#*+#-(2*#%+$+5(23("3$C7QC,(23(137<+2+(#6#&',2(
J&6/(@1/33$(2+#7,G(A/&,()&55$+(@1/33$(2+#7(*+1+&%+5(2/+(#P#*5(
F3*(b4+,2(A+1/'&1#$(.*+,+'2#2&3'c(&'(2/+(4#,&1("/#$$+'6+(1#2+63*9G
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Dublin Coffman High School: 5 Teams (20 students)
Laurel School: 1 Team (4 students)
Metro Early College High School: 6 Teams (24 students)
Reynoldsburg eSTEM Academy: 9 Teams (36 students)(
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presenting the the panel of ROV
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ROV Judges Bios:
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(#*45$'30&5$?'@1A$-&*'#$-'B1*2&*'>*&+5-&$4?'30&5$',++185#4&+?'C$8D
Martin Klein, known as “The Father of Side Scan Sonar”, is the Founder and former
President of Klein Associates, Inc. (now L-3 Klein) of Salem, New Hampshire.
An MIT graduate, he was Program Manager for Sonar Systems at E.G.& G.
International where he developed the first commercially successful side scan
sonar systems. Klein’s sonars have been used around the world to help find many
famous shipwrecks including the Titanic, the Atocha, the Lusitania, the Edinburgh,
the DeBraak, the Breadalbane, the Hamilton and Scourge, the Lake George
Radeau (oldest warship in the U.S.), Sir John Franklin’s HMS Erebus and countless
others. He is a Life Member of the IEEE. He was chosen as the New Hampshire
Small Business Person of the Year in 1983.
He is a fellow of the Explorers Club and the Marine Technology Society and is
the former Director of Budget and Finance for the Marine Technology Society.
He was elected to the National Academy of Engineering “for the development
of underwater imaging systems that have contributed to ocean exploration and
the recovery of high value objects.” He is on the Advisory Board of the MIT Sea
Grant Program and the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary, and is on
the Collections Committee of the MIT Museum. He serves as a judge and mentor
for the Marine Advanced Technology Education (MATE) ROV Competition and
#'N<4E"'#$'$%"'/#++#7%<+"$$+',$#$"',7*"17"';#*&B'!"'%#+'?#15'C<6)*7#$*21+'#14'
patents and has received many other awards and recognition for his pioneering
82&F'*1'+21#&'#14'27"#1'"JC)2&#$*21B
:#$5&0'ED'<#**&$?'6&$51*'(#*5$&',*8"#&101%5+4?'!'F'!'G&8"$101%5&+
>#1*")'YB'W#&&"1'*+'#',"1*2&'/#&*1"':&7%#"2)2E*+$'#$'G'T'G'-"7%12)2E*"+='
An Oceaneering International Company. Daniel received his MA from East
Carolina University’s Program in Maritime History and Nautical Archaeology in
1998. Daniel’s research focuses on the location, documentation, and analysis
of deep-water shipwrecks. He is currently serving as Co-Principle Investigator
for the archaeological analysis component of the Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management’s Comparative Analysis of an Oil Spill on the Biota Inhabiting
Several Gulf of Mexico Shipwrecks Project.
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H1I&*4'!"A*8"?'6&$51*'(#*5$&',*8"#&101%5+4?'!'F'!'G&8"$101%5&+
Robert Church is the Senior Marine Archaeologist for C & C Technologies,
017B'#1'@7"#1""&*1E'01$"&1#$*21#)'72?C#15B'!"'%#+'82&F"4'#+'#1'<14"&8#$"&'
archaeologist for over 20 years and has been with C & C since 1998. Mr. Church
has been the chief scientist on several deep-water shipwreck projects and has
conducted numerous deep-water field investigations of historic shipwrecks using
ROVs and AUVs. These have included the archaeological investigation of the
German U-boat, U-166, passenger freighter SS Robert E. Lee; several other World

War II casualties, and 19th Century sailing vessels. A variety of ROV systems were used during these projects
from large work ROVs to small inspection class systems.
Mr. Church has a Masters of Arts degree in Maritime History and Nautical Archaeology from East Carolina
University and a Bachelors of Arts degree in History with a minor in Biology from the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock. For his work in deep-water archaeology, he received the “Corporate Leadership Award” from the U.
S. Department of the Interior (CORLA, 2002), the “Cooperative Conservation Award” for the U.S. Department
of the Interior (2005), and the “Excellence in Partnering Award” From The National Oceanographic Partnership
Program (NOPP, 2007 & 2011).

<->6/R60Q&.0+)%L+7=5(7.>%`6)*+0P%
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Chris Brandon has 17 years of experience in product design, engineering, management, testing, and
manufacturing. He has successfully led and contributed to several project initiatives with an ability to
communicate technical concepts to both technical and non-technical audiences. Mr. Brandon has successfully
managed teams of engineers, designers, technicians, and developers in meeting customer deliverables
for projects across a broad range of technical fields including government research, vehicle telematics,
hydrocarbon processing, and consumer products. Mr. Brandon is a strong proponent of problem-based
learning and considers the teachings of Dr. Richard Feynman among his many sources of inspiration.
G52'!#*J&$4&*?'(&8"#$58#0'7$%5$&&*
After graduating from the University of Cincinnati with a degree in Mechanical Engineering (B.S.M.E), Tim
Carpenter worked for over 29 years at Battelle designing, developing, and testing specialized equipment for
<+"'*1'3#&*2<+'"13*&21?"1$+='*17)<4*1E'<14"&8#$"&'#14')28'+C#7"'R?#$"&*#)'+7*"17"'"JC"&*?"1$+'*1'?*7&2E&#3*$5'
#62#&4'$%"',C#7"',%<$$)"+'#14'+2<14*1E'&27F"$+SB
:58)':5BB&$-&*B&*?':5*&841*?'G&8"$101%K'#$-'7$%5$&&*5$%'6"1.8#+&
@%*2'-"7%12)2E5'#14'.1E*1""&*1E'.4<7#$2&+':++27*#$*21'
Prior to retirement Dick Diffenderfer had a forty nine year professional career representing a variety of
experiences. He graduated from Trenton State College, New Jersey in 1962 with a degree in Industrial Arts.
Later formal education includes a MA from Trenton State College (1966) (now College of New Jersey), and
PhD from Ohio State University (1974). Mr. Diffenderfer worked for the state departments of education in New
Jersey (1966-1967), Delaware (1967-1969), and Ohio. The most recent assignment for 29 years (1982-2011)
was as state consultant for Technology Education in Ohio.
Mr. Diffenderfer serves on the Steering Committee for National Engineers Weeks, Future City Competition
– Ohio Region, and was a frequent contributor to International Technology and Engineering Educators
:++27*#$*21'R0-..:S'$"#7%"&'04"#Z#&4"1'I0,-+"&3B'01'OMM\'%"'8#+'1#?"4'$2'$%"'@%*2'-"7%12)2E5'.4<7#$*21'
Association (OTEA) Academy of Fellows. He holds Life Memberships in the International Technology Education
:++27*#$*21'#14'G#&""&'-"7%1*7#)'.4<7#$*21':++27*#$*21B'01'&"$*&"?"1$'%"'*+'7<&&"1$)5'"1E#E"4'*1'$%"'
technological literacy STEM outreach efforts of the Ohio Technology and Engineering Educators Association.
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On May 22nd, 2015, at Baldwin STEM Middle School, 375 students ranging from grades 2 to 12 gathered
to participate in Spring Fling. Middle and High School teams competed in the Catapult, Trebuchet, and
Globe Theater Challenges. Elementary students joined in the fun by creating their own mini-catapult using
X/*5&*6%%-*&(-#&)(+*4)(99%B*&5%&*")/9(5$&0(5(6/95"-'&(05"%-*>&K9%-'&B"54&54$&*5/#$-5*&B4%&6(+5"0"6(5$#<&
parents, teachers, administrators, and volunteers came to experience the Globe Performances, Heraldic
Banners, and of course the flinging of water balloons!
@<*&'6(B$&'6(&,(#(@1&+'1+-(A+1/'3$369-(I'6&'++*&'6-(#'5()#2/(X@AI)Y(
F31C,+5(5+,&6'(1/#$$+'6+(2/#2(#$$3P,(,2C5+'2,(3F(#$$(#6+,(23(<#*2&1&<#2+G(
High School students, 9th-12th grades, designed and built trebuchets.
Middle School students, 6th-8th grades, designed and built catapults.
Along with this classroom-built machinery, students in grades 5-8
<#*2&1&<#2+5(&'(2/+(3<<3*2C'&29(23(5+,&6'(/+*#$5&1(Q#''+*,-(735+*'&W+(#(
,1+'+(F*37(#(F#73C,(@/#S+,<+#*+(<$#9-(#'5(5+,&6'(2/+&*(3P'("#,2$+(@&+6+(
Q3#*5(6#7+G(I$+7+'2#*9(,1/33$(,2C5+'2,(P+*+(#Q$+(23(a3&'(&'(3'(2/+(5#9(
and participate in building Mini-Catapults.

!"#$%&'(#)&*
Alyssa Reder is an
:4?*1*+$&#$*3"':++*+$#1$'#$'
the PAST Foundation. After
receiving her Bachelor’s
4"E&""'*1'/*44)"'G%*)4%224'
Education from Ohio State
A1*3"&+*$5=':)5++#'4"7*4"4'
to pursue the world of
"4<7#$*21#)'&"+"#&7%B'
This is where she found
her true passion for the
improvement of education
for administrators, teachers,
#14'+$<4"1$+B
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Here are the challenges for 2015:
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"#2#<C$2("/#$$+'6+
A*+QC1/+2("/#$$+'6+
"#,2$+(@&+6+(43#*5(K#7+("/#$$+'6+
K$3Q+(.+*F3*7#'1+("/#$$+'6+
J+*#$5&1(4#''+*("/#$$+'6+
Mini-Catapult Challenge

B3*(A*+QC1/+2(#'5("#2#<C$2(1/#$$+'6+,-(,2C5+'2,(/#5(23(5+,&6'-(QC&$5(#'5(
operate a trebuchet or catapult within the prescribed specifications in
order to compete against other teams by flinging water balloons at a set of
2#*6+2,(23(5+73',2*#2+(2/+(2+#7\,(#Q&$&29(23(13'2*3$(#'5(<*+5&12(P/+*+(2/+(
P#2+*(Q#$$33'(P&$$($#'5G(
A/+("#,2$+(@&+6+(A#Q$+(K#7+(1/#$$+'6+(P#,(#$$(#Q3C2(,2*#2+69(23(QC&$5(
#'5(137<+2+(&'(#(P#*F#*+(7&'&#2C*+(6#7+G(A/+(6#7+(&'1$C5+,(Q32/(#(
defensive force that attempts to hold a modular castle fortification against
#'(3FF+',&%+(F3*1+(2/#2(C2&$&W+,(Q32/(2*33<,(#'5(,&+6+(7#1/&'+,G

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0

!G( Experience rapid prototyping and construction deadlines in response to a design constraint in the field.
;G( Learn to apply physics, engineering, and mathematical concepts to a real-world problem or challenge.
EG( T<<3*2C'&29(23(#<<$9(735+$&'6(#'5(5&#6*#77&'6(,S&$$,(23(&$$C,2*#2+(2/+&*(5+,&6',(#'5(7#S+(2/+&*(
,3$C2&3'(C'5+*,2#'5#Q$+(23(2/+(<CQ$&1(#2($#*6+G
NG( Integrate teamwork and social skills into a flexible strategy for building a prototype or putting on a
<+*F3*7#'1+G
?G( .*#12&1+-(#<<$9-(#'5(#5#<2(P*&2&'6(#'5(735+$&'6(,S&$$,(&'(#(137<+2&2&%+(+'%&*3'7+'2G

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
g(

g(

g(

@2C5+'2(2+#7,(137<+2&'6(#6#&',2(+#1/(32/+*(&'(2/+(A*+QC1/+2(
"/#$$+'6+(#'5(2/+("#2#<C$2("/#$$+'6+(,/3P+5(Q32/(2+#7P3*S(
#'5(6335(,<3*2,7#',/&<G(A/+(2+#7,(#'5(%3$C'2++*,(P3*S+5(
together to move through the challenges efficiently and
+FF+12&%+$9(P/&$+(,2&$$(/#%&'6(FC'm
A/+(,2C5+'2\,(J+*#$5&1(4#''+*,(P+*+(%#,2(&'(2/+&*(%#*&+29(3F(
5+,&6',(#'5(1*+#2&%&29G(A/+(2+#7,(<C2(F3*2/(2/+&*(Q+,2(+FF3*2(23(
/&6/$&6/2(;!,2(1+'2C*9(,S&$$,G(
A/+("#,2$+(@&+6+(K#7+(43#*5(5+,&6',(2/#2(P+*+(<*+,+'2+5(#2(2/+(
"/#$$+'6+(P+*+(C'&[C+(#'5(P+$$(2/3C6/2(3C2(&'(2+*7,(3F(,2*#2+69G(
A/+(,2C5+'2,(+'a39+5('32(3'$9(<$#9&'6(3'(2/+&*(Q3#*5,-(QC2(#$,3(
Q+&'6(#Q$+(23(,++(P/#2(32/+*,(/#5(1*+#2+5G

D5/#$-5*&6+$6(+"-'&5%&0%)6$5$&
"-&54$&D6+"-'&J9"-'&5+$@/04$5&
04(99$-'$&4$9#&%-&54$&'+%/-#*&
of Baldwin Middle School in
Reynoldsburg, OH
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4#$5P&'(@AI)()&55$+(@1/33$-(O?(2+#7,(X;O>(,2C5+'2,Y(
_+RC,(81#5+79-(!(2+#7(XN(,2C5+'2,Y
.&1S+*&'623'("+'2*#$(J&6/(@1/33$-(f(2+#7,(X;H(,2C5+'2,Y
D+9'3$5,QC*6(+@AI)(81#5+79-(;(2+#7,(XH(,2C5+'2,Y
D+9'3$5,QC*6(XJ@Y(;(81#5+79-(!(2+#7(XE(,2C5+'2,Y
D+9'3$5,QC*6(J+*Q+*2()&$$,(@AI)(I$+7+'2#*9-(O(2+#7,((
X;N(,2C5+'2,Y
D+9'3$5,QC*6(@C77&2(@AI)(I$+7+'2#*9-(!O(2+#7,((
XNH(,2C5+'2,Y

J2-50-'0
g(

4#$5P&'(@AI)()&55$+(@1/33$(

A student puts the finishing
5%/04$*&%-&4"*&*"$'$&'()$&$-5+.&
;%+&54$&D6+"-'&J9"-'>&D5/#$-5*&
B$+$&04(99$-'$#&5%&0+$(5$&4$+(9#"0&
@(--$+*&(*&B$99>

D5/#$-5*&B%+8"-'&"-&54$&#$*"'-&*4%6&
at Pickington High School building
54$"+&5+$@/04$5*&;%+&0%)6$5"5"%->

E?

@AI)(D31S,(2/+(43R

Did you ever have a dream to be on stage? A desire to entertain others? Students from area STEM high
schools did just that! Students interested in performing first started with auditions in two of their preferred
Rock Arts disciplines. Once accepted into the program, students begin an intensive two-week rehearsal
*04$#/9$>&?4$.&B%+8$#&*"#$&@.&*"#$&B"54&6+%;$**"%-(9&(+5"*5*&5%&9$(+-&0%)$#.&(05"-'<&*"-'"-'<&#(-0$<&)/*"0(9&
"-*5+/)$-5*<&@(08*5('$<&54$(5$+&9"'45"-'&(-#&*%/-#<&(-#&%54$+&+$9(5$#&$-5$+5("-)$-5&X%@*>&K5&54$&$-#&%;&54$&
B$$8<&*5/#$-5*&6$+;%+)$#&"-&(&D4(#%B@%N&Q",$=&*4%B0(*$>
@2C5+'2,(F*37(#*+#(@AI)(/&6/(,1/33$,(<#*2&1&<#2+5(&'(#'(+R2*#3*5&'#*9(
<+*F3*7#'1+(3'()3'5#9-(8<*&$(;>2/-(#'5(6#%+(#'(+'13*+(<+*F3*7#'1+(3'(
AC+,5#9-(8<*&$(;!,2G
A/&,(<+*F3*7#'1+(#&7+5(23(<*3%&5+(,2C5+'2,(P&2/(#'(#C2/+'2&1(+R<+*&+'1+(
3F($&F+(#,(#(<+*F3*7+*G(B3$$3P&'6(#C5&2&3',-(,2C5+'2,(P+*+(1#,2(&'(3'+(3*(
2P3(5&,1&<$&'+,(5+<+'5&'6(3'(2/+&*(2#$+'2,G(_32(#$$(,2C5+'2,(P+*+(#11+<2+5(
&'23(2/+(<*36*#7(](FC*2/+*(+R<3,+,(2/+7(23(137<+2&2&%+('#2C*+(3F(2/&,(
311C<#2&3'G(
.#*2&1&<#2&'6(,2C5+'2,(P+*+(P+$137+5(&'23(2/+(<*36*#7(P&2/(+%+*92/&'6(
!"#$%&'(#)&*
'++5+5(23(Q+(,C11+,,FC$G(A/+&*(&'F3*7#2&3'#$(<#1S+2,(&'1$C5+(#($+22+*(
Stacie Boord has been
3F(#,,&6'7+'2(P&2/(2/+&*(&',2*C123*\,('#7+-(#($&,2(3F(+R<+12#2&3',-(#'(
performing professionally
&'F3*7#2&3'(,/++2(F3*(13,2C7+,-(#'5(#'(
her whole life. For the last
&'F3*7#2&3'(,/++2(F3*(7+5&#(*+$#2&3',(
OQ'5"#&+'+%"'%#+'6""1'#'
23(#,,&,2(P&2/(<+*,3'#$(<*3732&3'#$(#'5(
)"#4"&'8*$%'$%"'G2)<?6<+D
&',2*C12&3'#$(7#2+*&#$,(23(/+$<(6C#*#'2++(
@%*2'6#+"4'$%"#$"&'
2/+(,2C5+'2,\(,C11+,,G(
E&2<C=',%#42862J'I*3"B''
,%#42862J'I*3"'$%"')#&E"+$' _+R2(#(*+/+#*,#$(,1/+5C$+(P#,(1*+#2+5(F3*(
&"+*4"1$D$%"#$"&'E&2<C'*1'
+#1/(,2C5+'2G(V&2/(3%+*(E>(<#*2&1&<#'2,-(
:?"&*7#'*+'72??*$$"4'$2'
3'1+(2/+(*+/+#*,#$(,1/+5C$+(&,(,+2(
6&*1E'%*E%DH<#)*$5='&"#)D82&)4' ,2C5+'2,(#*+(+R<+12+5(23(#22+'5(2/3,+(
#&$+'"JC"&*"17"+'$2'@%*2V+'
times. With a one-week window to perfect
2/+(<+*F3*7#'1+-(&2(&,(1*&2&1#$(2/#2(+%+*93'+(
+$<4"1$+B'
2#S+,(*+,<3',&Q&$&29(F3*(2/+&*(3P'(,C11+,,G
B&'#$$9-(2/+(,2C5+'2,(<C2(2/+&*(S'3P$+56+(
&'23(<*#12&1+(Q9(<+*F3*7&'6(#$3'6,&5+(
,+#,3'+5(#123*,-(,&'6+*,-(#'5(7C,&1&#',(
F3*(#(*+#$(#C5&+'1+(&'(#(,S+21/(137+59(
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STEM Rocks the Box
D5/#$-5*&B$+$&04(99$-'$#&
5%&6$+;%+)&"-&54$"+&04%*$-&
$N6+$**"%-&@$;%+$&(&9",$&
(/#"$-0$>

#'5(*31S('\(*3$$(,/3P(1#$$+5(b@AI)(D31S,(2/+(43Rc(23(#(,+$$3C2(1*3P5G(A/&,(<*36*#7(&,(5+,&6'+5(23(6&%+(2/+(
,2C5+'2,(#(*+#$(P3*$5(+R<+*&+'1+(#'5(+R<$3*+(2/+(<3,,&Q&$&29(3F(#(1#*++*(&'(+'2+*2#&'7+'2G

N+.'5(5*%SRT+73(A+0

!G( IR<+*&+'1+(2/+($&F+(3F(#(<+*F3*7+*(#'5(+R<$3*+(2/+(<3,,&Q&$&29(3F(#(1#*++*(&'(+'2+*2#&'7+'2G(
;G( M+#*'(23(,1/+5C$+(P3*S-(*+/+#*,#$-(#'5(<+*F3*7#'1+(2&7+$&'+,(#'5(,1/+5C$+,G
EG( IR<+*&+'1+(2/+(#C5&2&3'(<*31+,,(#'5(2/+(1/#*#12+*(2*#&2,(2/#2(7#S+(137<+2&'6(&'(2/+#2+*(#'(+#,&+*(#'5(
7#'#6+#Q$+(+R<+*&+'1+G
NG( Integrate financial planning and budget strategies into the process to give students a leg up for manag&'6(#(1#*++*(P/+*+(#(,2+#59(<#91/+1S(&,('32(#$P#9,(#(6&%+'G

O(*=>(*=3+)%G73(A(3(+0
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In its fifth year of challenging and showcasing Central Ohio youth to step
C<(#'5(<+*F3*7(Q+F3*+(#($&%+(#C5&+'1+
STEM Rocks the Box this year held its first ever encore presentation
Challenging students to perform, audition, learn and find their passion
through real-world applications and opportunities
4C&$5&'6(1377C'&1#2&3'-(#'5(13$$#Q3*#2&3'(,S&$$,
:',2&$$&'6(#(/3$&,2&1($+#*'&'6(&'(2/+(#*2,(+R<+*&+'1+
Real-world rock arts performance experience
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High School students, ages 16-19
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8F*&1+'2*&1(J&6/(@1/33$(](!
"3$C7QC,(8$2+*'#2&%+(J&6/(@1/33$(](;
I"TA(](N
B3*2(J#9+,(8$2+*'#2&%+(J&6/(@1/33$,(](!
K*#/#7(@1/33$(](!
)+2*3(I#*$9("3$$+6+(J&6/(@1/33$(](!H
D+9'3$5,QC*6(XJ@Y(;(81#5+79(](;
D+9'3$5,QC*6(+@AI)(81#5+79(](!
V+,2(J&6/(@1/33$(](!
V/+2,23'+(J&6/(@1/33$(](!
Total: 32

STEM Rocks the Box Student
$N69%+"-'&54$&-/(-0$*&%;&
comedy theather in the STEM
Rocks the Box Showcase.

J2-50-'0
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@/#53PQ3R(M&%+

STEM Rocks the Box Students
were challenged to find their
6(**"%-&(-#&54$-&+%08&"5&%/5A
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98%.%&9%:;%&)'6%&<.'6
.8@A(4*&56+(.*36*#7,

:11#)*"+'G2&6*1='9%>']'G.@'#14'9&"+*4"1$
In 2000, Dr. Corbin founded PAST Foundation and directed the first two Bridge Programs in
2001: the Marshall/Firehole Hotel Underwater Archaeology Project and Red River Archaeology
Project. In 2005, she turned her focus to building and growing the PAST Foundation into a
Annalies

nationally recognized leader of STEM education and problem-based learning.

Sheli Smith, PhD – Chief Academic Officer
Sheli is part of the original PAST team. She oversees all programs at PAST including Bridge
9&2E&#?+B',$#&$*1E'*1'OMMP'+%"'%#+')"4'#14'23"&+""1'?2&"'$%#1'LM'6&*4E"'C&2E&#?+'#7&2++'
the nation, providing foundation and vision for the development and evolution of the bridge
Sheli

C&2E&#?+B'

Anne Corscadden-Knox – Bridge Program Coordinator (2006-2012)
Anne first joined PAST Bridge Programs in 2004 as participant of the Frolic Field School. Two
years later she joined the PAST staff coordinating bridge programs and transitioning the
Ann

foundation from collegiate only oriented field experiences to programs that spanned grades 5
through 16 and helped students of all ages bridge concepts from one level to the next.

Ketal Patel, Director of School Design and Strategy (2011-Present)
Ketal joined PAST in 2011 and created the Hybrid Summer Bridge Programs that blends field
experiences for students and teachers with professional development. She built and directed
hybrid programs at Dakota Wesleyan University and GEAR UP in South Dakota, which are now
Ketal

6"*1E'&"C)*7#$"4'1#$*21#))5B

Beth Witte – Bridge Program Coordinator (2013-2015)
Beth joined PAST in 2013 after working two years at an ecology camp in North Carolina. She
directed and developed Bridge Programs focusing on STEM Outdoor Innovation Labs that
Beth

continued to grow and expand the Bridge Programs’ content and vision.

Calvin Mires, PhD – Bridge Program Director (2015-Present)
Calvin joined the PAST team in the spring of 2015 from East Carolina University Program in
/#&*$*?"',$<4*"+B':+'$%"'7<&&"1$'4*&"7$2&='%"'*+'"J7*$"4'62$%'$2'721$*1<"'$%"'&*7%'#14'4*3"&+"'
C&2E&#?+'9:,-'%#+'"+$#6)*+%"4'#14'721$*1<"'$2'4"3")2C'1"8'C&2E&#?+'*1'@%*2'#14'#&2<14'$%"'
Calvin

1#$*21B

Ashley Bloom – Bridge Program Innovator (2014-Present)
Ashley joined PAST in 2014 as program staff for the SOIL Project immersion program at Kelleys
0+)#14'.13*&21?"1$#)';*")4',$#$*21'*1'I#F"'.&*"B',%"'E&"8'$%"',@0I'C&2E&#?'%")C*1E'"+$#6)*+%'#'
second environmental field station at Hocking College. The current Bridge Program Coordinator,
Ashley

N>

Ashley is also part of the teaching team in the new Innovation Learning Lab.
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Fairfield County Educational Service Center (Fairfield ESC)
B*#'S$&'("3C'29("3773'(.$+#,("3C*2
KI8D(L.
J31S&'6("3$$+6+
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Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation
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